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'With Malice toward None, with Charity for All. and with Firmness in the Right."
VOL. XIX

ROY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, March 4. 1922.

No. 7.
W. H. GUTHMAN PLEASANT-L-

FLORSHEIM HOUSE OCCUPIED BY RAYMOND PENDLETON BURNED MONDAY MIGHT

Y

ASSESSMENTS

AND TAXES

SURPRISED
We have been asked repeated-

years ago, W. II. ly the past week to give the pub4
Guthman was born at Defiance, lie the plan of assessment for
1921 also the tax rate in and
the date of Mr. Guthman's
around Roy. We have investie
h had reáchd his
d
gated the matter carefully and
th miIestone and a pleasant find the assessment of lands in
birthday smw&e was arranged Harding County as follows : First
by his estimabie wife and his all plowed land or land used tor
daughter Mrs Kari Guthman in agricultural purpose in the counthfi fom of a fine supper and s0 ty were assessed at $7.50 per
birth-Mond-
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We Earnestly Request
that all our customers who owe us past du notes and accounts wil come in at once and malee arrangements to take
care of them.
We do not wish to force collection, but unless arrangements are made immediately to pay these old debts wa

have no alternative.

FARM HOUSE

Fifty-fiv- e

Again the fire alarm sounded
night, this time to tell
s.eepmg citizens that the
home oí Raymond Pendleton was
m flanes and within a few nun- utes a bucket brigade was form- ed and about 25 men were work- mg with all their might to save cjaj evenmg
the adjoining buildings.
The guest:g about 35 in num.
11, sjems inai
i euuicwii oer arriveaau oi a suauen aooui
had been up about 12:30 with 7 30 P M. while Mr. Guthman
their babe and smelling burning was taking his evening rest and
wood and made a careful search ft took but a few minutes to 1
the house to see if she could prise Mr. Guthman of the fact
find anything on fire and as the that he was 55 years old.
.stove fire was low she retired and
A fine supper was served by
was avakened at 1 o'clock by tho the Mrs. Guthmans to those
smelling of smoke and awakened present and to which all did
r
hi.sbad to find the partition pie justice. After supper social
wail between the kitchen and- games and dancing was indulged
their bedroom in flames also the m until a late hour whe all left
whole attic. They telephoned for their homes wishing Mr.
for he'p and Mrs. Pendleton was Guthman many more such happy-taketo the W. T. Weatherill birthday evenings.
,1
U
enn
J Tf
v
rj Cl
Ot VJtU Hill Kill
ni""'- iL , CUIU
llll Hit kju.k
were able to get the furniture mong our foremost cititens and
amvirg at the burning building there is no home on the mesa
and bedding from the living where a more pleasant evening
room but the entile contents of can be spent than at their beau-tk- e
kitchen and bedroom were tiful ranch home south of Roy;
destroyed.
,
their friends are numbered on- The City Chemical wagon was ly by their acquaintances and
taken to the fire but was part- - when you are at the Guthman
ly frozen and was of little use to home you always feel the hospi-th- e
fire fighters so a large num- - tality that is shown you and you
scoop shovels were gotten know you are more than
of
ber
the Floersheim store and come.
The Spanish American has ño
the snow brigade shoveled snow
over the building occupied, by R. greater friend than Mr.' Guth-H- .
Sently which stands just six, man nor has it a mere staunch
feet south' of the house burned, supporter and th8 paper with its
The fire fighters' had to keep thousand readers wish Mr.
snow, Avhich by the man all the joys and pleasures
had
way,
drifted in large drifts that go to make life worth while
near the buildings for over, an and we wish him many more, yes
'
'such pleasant clays
hour before the burning building fifty of
rnllanspd and thpv then knew as the one of last Wednesday
'"their efforts had not been in vain evening.
.
The Bently home was smoking
several times and the whole ROLEN BARRETT OPERATnorth side of the building and ED ON FOR APPENDICITIS
roof was blistered from the heat.
Rolen Barrett was taken serThe fire was discovered at 1
iously
ill Monday at his room at
o'clock and the weather was be
A.
Roy home and was tak- F.
the
w, rar.n anA o
Mi,rA
Hospital where
en
the
:
Plumle
raging which permitted those
a
examination it
fighting the fire to get up close after.
at
was suffering
found
wf
to the burning building where
Wlth
an
attack
of appendi-wa- s
acute
work
was effective It
their
operation
immediate
and
an
citis
only a miracle that the Bent-- .
to
hiá lfe
necessary
save
was
ly home was saved and should it
have burned then the McMinimy- - Jhe operaton was performed
home the Thompson home, the Tuesday afternoon by Dr.
S
battery station and the 'ee, SS1?J by
Anderson machine works would OCii
have 'gone up in smoke as all of .nu?e'"
'
operation developed the
t hes3 buildings are within a f ew
fa(
had al- '
feet of each other.
operation
ready bursted
',
was one of the most serious ones
lII0?1Saeim MerC;iCv:
ned $300 insurance on
that hag taken lace in the hos.
mg which will about one half pital for several months but as
covcr the cost of the building we
Rolen is. getting
to
and Mr. Pendleton carried no al
nicely and the doctors hold
insurance vhatso ever and his ovppiif unnps fnr u;, rpmVPT-íProbably altho he will be laid up in the
Lon
as a lutai ius.
souu or
hospital tor weeks. A grape
seed was found in the appendix
GOV. MECHEM IN TOWN
which' was the cause of the in- '
flamation.
Mr. Barrett's many friends
Governor Mechem, Game War- hope
for his speedy recovery
and
Springer
Chas.
Gable,
den
'State Highway Engineer Gillette
all of Santa Fe took supper in V' There will be a treat for all
Roy, Thursday evening. They music lovers on March 7th. The
were on their way from Logan Homeland Entertainers, of the
rto Raton and only spent an Cadmean Lyceum Course will be
here on that date.
hour or so in town.
T

FRED DAVIS DIES
AT FAMILY HOME NORTH
OF TOWN
MRS.

"

'
.

,'

ROY TRADING COMPANY
A Profitable Place to Trade.

i-

-

acre

;

Second

could be used

that land which

for agricultural pur

poses altho same was not plowed
and still virgin prairie, .even
tho used for grazing purpose was
assessed at $5.00 per acre; Third
all other land used strictly as
grazing land and too rough- for
cultivation was assessed at $2.50
per acre. As for the assessment
of the personal property, except
cattle and horses the individual
sets his own price on the value
of his property.
While we believe this manner
of assessment is fair, providing
thewhole state is assessed likewise, yet it is almost impossible
for an assessor to be in his office and know ho much land is
rough and how much can be
cultivated. By this we do not
intend to say that the assessor
did not do his duty for we personally know that the assessors
office has been one of the busiest places in the County Seat
the past year for he had to correct and remake the whole assessment after the middle of
July, and we know he has employed competent help from his
own salary and done all in his
power to make the assessment
fair and equal to all.
-

SUBSCRIPTION

News reached Roy Wednesday
evening that Mrs. Fred A. Davis
had died at her home on the
Phil Iliggins place northeast
of Roy Tuesday night and that
the funeral will take place tomorrow afternoon (Friday) at
2 o'clock.
Mrs. Davis had been sick for
several days with a severe attack of the 'flu' but was not considered seriuoslay ill until Sunday afternoon.' Mrs. Davis was
the second oldest daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Bowman of east
of Roy and she" and Mr. Davis
were married about 2 or three
years ago and have lived in the
Brand neighborhood since their
marriage. The grief stricken
husband and child and parents
have the sympathy of the entire
neighborhood in their loss of a
loving wife, 'mother and daughter. A full obituary will appear
in next weeks' paper.
ÍOTICE TO THE STOCKHOLDERS OF THE MESA COOPERATIVE COMPANY
': There will be a meeting of the
Stockholders of the Mesa
ative Company at the Roy Theatre on Wednesday March the 8th
at 1 o'clock P. M. sharp for the
purpose of considering matters
of importance to the Company.
vVtí want every stockholder to be
present at this meeting.
Signed Committee.
Co-op- er

will gladly give you any informa-

BURNS

2. 00 PER YEAR.

NOTICE TO THOSE INTERESTED IN GOOD ROADS

The farm house of Mr. and
Mrs. D. N. Livingston about five
There will be a good Roads
miles east Solano was burned to meeting at Springer New Mexico
the ground about 4 o'clock last on March 6th next Monday
Friday afternoon. Mr. Livingat 1 P. M. A number of
ston was away from home at the Arizona good roads boosters will
time of the fire and Mrs. Liv- be present at this meeting and
ingston had been about her usual it is desired that as many as poshousehold work throu the day sible be present at this meeting
an about four o'clock in the after who are interested in the Texas
noon while she was doing 'her
New Mexico Highway Associa- chores work near the barn she tioh as the route of the Highway
looked towards the house anj from the Colfax County line to
found it in flames. She ran to Taos will be decided upon at this
the house and screamed for help meeting.
but before anyone arrived the ' The mesa should send a numhouse was a mass of flames and ber of delegates to this convenonly one bed was sared. Mr. tion as it is important that the
White who lives a short distance Texas New Mexico Highway
from the house heard Mrs. Liv- be laid out, logged and marked
ingston screaming rode to the from Plainview, Texas to Taos
house but when he arrived the as this is one of the coming im- roof was ready to fall in. Mrs. portant highways of the State
Livingston tried to get some of and will be rock surfaced on the
the furniture from the house entire road when same is complet
.
but the burning building was too ed.
t
hot to approach near enough to
Each town on' the proposed
do anything.
highway should send delegates
The house was a frame three also to this meeting as the interroom structure covered with est shown will have considerable
building paper and probably to do as to the pushing of the
caught in the attic from the work on the highway and it is to
chimney that passed throu the all our. interests to get the road
ceiling and roof as Mrs. Livings- marked and logged at once.
ton had had a fire in the kitchen
range all day.
CHICKEN DINNER
Mr. Livingston carried no inThe Ladies Home Missionary
surance on the building or cotent
will give a chicken dinner
Society
will
to
and the loss
be very heavy
Store Satthe family as they saved no fur- at the Paxton Grocery
you
April
3rd.
urday
want. to
If
niture or clothing and it is indeed a sad misfortune for one to enjoy a good meal, don't forget
lose their home in the dead of this date. The Ladies will
your patronage, it is for
winter and especially under conin- ditions as are now prevailing a good cause, Every body
vited.
throu out the west. The many
friends of Mr. and Mrs. LivingDoes vour house need paintston made up a collection to asing
or Kalsomining, if it does,
sist them in purchasing new furF. & II.
do
can
wtí
which--ishighly
very
and
niture
Spanish
American.
of
care
the
Appreciated by them.
be-gini- ng

'

J

ate

However this year the asses- tion you want and explain to you
sor will visit each farm and per- just
taxes are higher
sonally inspect the land, dividing
lpwer
or
than
last
year.
it into agricultural land, and graz
ing land and in this manner all
gBJSESl'"IE
will get an equal and fair assessment. We have had a great
number of persons coming to the
S. A. office stating that their
land had been assessed as agricultural land when a portion was
only grazing land and it is upto
the owners of the land to have
I
these errors corrected this year
.Ian irr
'r.Ti! i.r 't
r " nmt r j..-- ..
when the assesor arrives at your
place. If you will help the assessor to correctly classify your
land it will help out the office in
future years and then you will
also pay taxes just as your neigh
bor in another part of the county, will have to pay.
;.
Now about the taxes and the1
tax rate for 1921 taxes, while we
cannot' give the exact levy in
each school district we will yive
you the levy in school district
No., 3, Roy which is about the
average of all districts that have
special levies. We find that the
County and State levy is .02545
or $25.45 per one thousand dollars assessment, and the special
on school lew in Roy district is
dol.00464 or $4.64 'per thousand
lars assessment, making a total
We carry a full line as rawhide yet it is
of .03009 or $30.09 per thousand
of the famous Goodrich
lisht in weight so
dollars assessment in Roy dis
"STRAIGHT. LINE" "STRAIGHT-LINE- "
trict outside of the corporation
Rubbers, for grown-upRubbers are never heavy
limits. The levy for the village
and and clumsy - feeling.
purpose within the corporate
children.
jThey are always light
limits is .0082 and which makes
. .
.
utoon the fceL
the tax rate within the corporate
iA9 oeuer wearing ruo- - .
v
limits. 03829 or $38.29 per thousbers than these are tobe
And they ñt most
and. In school districts that
anywhere. In fact "cellently
as a try-ohave no special levies the tax
we can safely say that best proves.
rates .02545 or $25.45 per thousone pair of these rub
We shall be glad to
and dollars. In as much as the
bers will wear as long
show
assessment of land in this part
as two ordinary pairs. feel you the line and
sure that you will
of Harding County taken from
The rubber used in find them even more
Mora County is higher than
them is tough, almost, than we claim.
Mora had last year, it makes the
taxes higher in this part of the
county, while in the part of the
county taken fromUnion County
why-you-

$
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where all land was assessed at
$7.00 and $8.00 per acre for the
agricultural land it makes the
taxes lower, but all in all it averages the taxes over the whole
county on a just and fair basis.
If you have your assessment
card and know what your personal assessment was and figure your land according to the
above values and multiply by the
rates you can easily figure out
just why your taxes are higher
or lower than last years.
Anyway let's don't lay the
blame on the County Officers;
let us figure the matter out and
may be we have not been paying
enough or there has been ah error, in ha giving. in.of the proper
ty to the assessor. These oifi- -

Just 27 Bays More
,..--

,

Until we give away The Five Big Premiums. Remember
The Date April 1st. Have Your Tickets.

1

J

Floersheim Mercantile
1

Company

;!ry,.-,o.'r-

jv:

f!

THE

..V,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

he held out his hand. I laid mine in and briskly boxed the captain's ears
Furiously he caught my wrist "Ah.
it we stood hand In hand, comrades
little devil, you'll pay
at last.
Without more words he you
turned away and strode over to the for this! I ain't pretty, oh, no! I
council of three.
ain't a handsome mooncalf like the HonThe group dissolved and moved rap-Idl-y orable; I ain't got a title, nor giriy
toward us. Miss Browne, ex- pink cheeks, nor fine gentlemanly
ultant, beaming, was In the van. She ways. No walks with the likes o' me,
In the woods oh, no!
set her substantial feet down like a no tatey-tate- s
charger pawing the earth. You might Well, It's goin' to be another story
almost have said that Violet pranced. now, girlie. I guess you can learn to
Aunt Jane was round-eyeand twit- like my looks, with a little help from
tering. Mr. Tubbs wore a look of my fist now and then, jest as well as
I guess it
suppressed astonishment,
almost of you done the Honorable's.
perturbation.
"What's his game?'! won't be long before I have you crawl-iwas the question" in the sophisticated
on your knees to me for a word o'
eye of Mr. Tubbs. But the Scotchman kindness. I guess"
had, when he chose, a perfect poker
"Aw, stow that soft stuff, Magnus,"
face. The great game of bluff wpuld advised Slinker. "You can do your
have suited him to a nicety.
spoonin' with the gal later on. We're
Miss Browne advanced on Cuthbert here to git that gold, and don't you
Vane and seized both his hands In an forget it. Plenty of time afterward
ardent clasp.
to spark the wlmmen."
"Mr. Vane," she said with solemnity,
"That's the talk," chimed in Black-bear"I thank you In the name of this ex"Don't run us on a lee shore
pedition I thank you for the influence for the sake of a skirt Skirts Is
you have exerted upon your friends." thlcker'n herring In every port, ain't
'
And this seemed to be to the noble they?"
"I got a score to settle with this
youth the most stunning of all the
one," growled Magnus sullenly, but
shocks of that eventful morning.
Now came the matter of drawing up his grasp loosened on my arm, and I
the new agreement It Mas a canny
Scot indeed, who, acting on the hint
I had Just given him, finally settled its
terms. In the first place, the previous
agreement was declared null and void.
In the second, Mr. Tubbs was to have
his fourth "only if the treasure were
discovered through his direct agency.
And it was under this condition and
no other that Dugald
Shaw bound
himself to relinquish his original
claim. Virginia Harding signed a new
renunciatory clause, but It bore only
on treasure discovered by Mr. Tubbs.
Indeed, the entire contract was of
force only If Mr. Tubbs fulfilled his
part of it, and fell to pieces If he did
not. Which was exactly what I
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WOULD BE

CHANGE

RADICAL

Strong Probability That Possessor of
the More Expensive Suit Had
the Right Idea.
Two negro boys In a Southern city
met on the street, each wearing a new
suit. One asked : "How much do they
you back fun, dem clo's?"

set

"Fo'ty dolluhs," was the response.
"Fo'ty dollahs?"
"Yes, sah fo'ty dollahs."
"Look at me," said the first "I'se
got on a suit w'at's nios' perzactly like
yourn, and I don't pay but ten dollahs
fub mine. Somebody shore fltmflamined
you."
The possessor of the $40 suit took
bold of one of the coat sleeves of the
$10 suit and pulled on It. It stretched.
Then, straightening, up, he said: "See
here, boy, the fust big rain yo' gets
ketched out In dat coat of yourn is
niggiihl From
gwlne to say: 'Good-by- ,
now on I'se gwlne be yo' vestí"- Judge,
Number, Please?
The man who had struck one of
parthose rare,
ties and didn't want to leave It had
made two unsuccessful attempts to
get Into the telephone booth, the third
time negotiating it like a ferry going
In to a strange slip. He dropped his
nickel In.
"H'llo, h'llo, h'llo," he cried, "Say,
gimme Line's liusy, thassa good girl
H'llo, whassat? Lin's busy? Aw right,"
He staggered out.
"Lord knows I tried to get her anyway," be murmured. American Legion

CAMILLA KENYON

L- -.

Vi'

Copyright, Tho

I
Company

(CHAPTER XIV Continued.)

.17

Mr. Shaw now spoke for the first
time.
"Miss Browne, I do not recognize
the justice of your standpoint In this
matter. I have done and am still prepared to do my best in the business
of the treasure. If Mr. Tubbs will
not give his information except for a
bribe, I say let him keep it. I shall
continue the search for the treasure
on the same lines as at present."
"One moment," 6aid Miss Browne
haughtily.
She had never spoken otherwise than haughtily to Mr. Shaw
since the episode of the Wise Woman
of Dumbiedykes. "One moment, Jane
and you, Mr. Tubbs"
She drew them aside,, and they
moved off out of earshot, where they,
stood with their backs to us and their
heads together.
It was my opportunity. Violet herself had proposed that the original
agreement
which
agreement the
bound, me' to ask for no share of the
treasure should be canceled. Nothing now was necessary to the ripening
of my hopes but to induce Dugald
Shaw to immolate himself. Would he
do so on my bare word? There was
no time to explain anything he must
trust me.
I sprang up and dashed over to the
pair who stood looking gloomily out
"Mr. Shaw,"
I whispered
to sea.
quickly, "you must do as Miss Browne
In my earnestness I laid a
wishes."
hand upon his arm. He regarded me
bewllderedly.
"You must you must!" I urged.
"You'll spoli everything if you re
'

fuse!"
The surprise

his face yielded to a
look composed of many elements, but
which was mainly hard and bitter.
"And still I shall refuse," he said
sardonically.
"Oh, no, no," I implored, "you don't
understand! I oh, If you would only
believe that I am your friend!"
His face changed subtly. It was
Btlll questioning and guarded, but with
a softening in it, too.
"Why don't you believe it?" I whispered unsteadily. "Do you forget that
I owe you my life?"
And at the recollection of that day
e
in the
the scarlet burned In
my cheeks and my head drooped. But
I saw how the lines about his mouth
relaxed. "Surely you must know that
I would repay you If I could!" I hurried on. "And not by treachery."
He laughed suddenly. "Treachery?
No! I think you would always be an
,
,
open foe."
"Indeed I would!" I answered with
a flash of wrath. Then, as I remembered the need of baste, I spoke In an
In

No difficulty was made of the ab
sence of Captain Magnus, as his Interests were unaffected by the change.
Space Was left for his signature. Mine
came last of all, as that of a mere interloper and hanger-on- .
My demonstrations of joy at this
happy Issue of my hopes had to be
confined to a smile In which for a
startled Instant Violet had seemed to
sense the triumph. It was still on my
lips as with a general movement we
rose from the table about which we
had been grouped during the absorbing business of drawing up the contract. Cookie had been clamoring for
us to leave, that he might spread the
table for lunch. I had opened my
mouth to call him, "All right, Cookie!"
when a shrill volley of barks from
Crusoe shattered the stillness of the
drowsy air, ' In the same Instant the
voice of Cookie, raised to a sharp note
of alarm, rang through the camp'n f
"My Gawd, what all dis yere mean?"
I turned, to took Into the muzzle of
.'-.'a rifle.
CHAPTER

XV.

.

sea-cav-

Weekly.
Names for Cars.
Girls' names for automobiles Is the
newest fad In Paris. "Come for a ride
with Geraldlne," is the Invitation, and
you find the world "Geraldlne" neatly
scrolled under the windshield.' Similarly, "Alice Mary" Is to be taken out to
tea, and Instead of a girl friend it Is a

Like a Chapter From the Past.
Five men had emerged from the
woods behind the clearing, so quietly
that they were In the center of the
camp before Crusoe's shrill bark, or
the outcry of the cook, warned us of
their presence. By that time they had
us covered. Three of them carried
rifles, the other two revolvers. One of
these was Captain Magnus.
Advancing a step or two before the
others, he ordered us to throw up our
hands. Perhaps he meant only the
men but my hands and Aunt Jane's
also
and Miss Higglesby-Browne'- s
He grinned
went up with celerity.
into our astounded faces with a wolf
ish baring of his yellow teeth.
"Never guessed I wasn't here jest to
do the shovel work, but might have my
to bring off, hey?"
own little
he Inquired of no one in particular.
"Here, Slinker, help me truss 'em up."
The man addressed thrust his pistol
In his belt and came forward, and
with his help the hands of the Scotchman, Cuthbert Vane and Mr. Tubbs
securely
They were
were
tied.
searched for arms, and the sheath- knives which Mr. Shaw and Cuthbert
carried at their belts were taken away.
The three prisoners were then ordered to seat themselves in a row
on the trunk of a prostrate palm.
The whole thing had happened In
the strangest silence. Except for a
feeble moaning from Aunt Jane, like
the bleating of a sheep, which broke
forth at Intervals, nobody spoke or
made a sound. The three riflemen In
the background, standing like Images
with their weapons raised, .looked like
chorus In an opera.
a
And Indeed It was all extraordinarily like something on a stage. Slinker, for Instance.' He .had a prowling,
sidelong fashion of moving about, and
enormous yellow mustaches like a Vi
king. And the burly fellow In the
background, with the black whiskers
too bad he'd forgotten his earrings.
But I awoke to the horrid reality of
it all as Captain Magnus, smiling his
wolfish smile, turned and approached
me.
"Well, boys," he remarked to his
followers, who had lowered their weap
ons and were standing about at ease,
"here's the little pippin I was tellln'
of. 'Frald we give her a little scare
bustln' In so sudden, so she ain't quite
so bright and smilln' as 1 lke to see.
It's all 'right, girlie; you'll soon cheer
up when you find out you're goln' to be
the little queen o' this camp. Things
long
will be all your own way now-n-so
And the
as you treat me right"
abominable creature- - thrust forth a
hairy paw and deliberately chucked
me under the chin.
I heard a roar from the log and
from Captain Magnus.
For with the Instant response of an
automaton consciously I had nothing
at all to do with It I had reached up
side-sho-

car.
The road of propaganda would be
rougher If It wasn't for "they say."

.

well-traine- d

"You

FIFTY YEARS AGO

'

.A young" man who practiced medicine
in Pennsylvania became famous and
was called in consultation in many

Must

Do as Miss
Wishes."

Browne

"Listen I
quick whisper.
explain, there isn't time. I can
towns and cities because of his suc- only ask you to trust me to agree to
cess In the treatment of disease. This what Miss Browne wishes.
Everwas Dr. Pierce, who finally made up ythingyou don't dream how much-dep- ends
medi--dnsome
his
of
to
place
mind
Ills
on it !" For ! felt that I
before the public, and moving to would let the treasure 41a hidden in
called
he
up
what
put
Y.,
N.
Buffalo,
forever rather than
his "Favorite Prescription," and placed the Island Queenshould,
under the origevery state.
that Mr. Tubbs
Jt with the druggists InPrescription
has inal contract, claim a share of it
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
long been recognized as a tonic for disThe doubt had quite left his face.
eases peculiar to womankind. After suf"I do trust you, little Virginia," he
weak:
dizzy,
nervous,
fering pain, feeling
gently.
"Yes, I trust In your
said
of
by weaknesses
and draed-dow- n
honesty, heaven knows, child. But
her lex a woman Is quickly restored
In
to health by Its use. Thousands of permit me to question your wisdom
women testify that Dr. Pierce's Favor-I- ts desiring to enrich our friend Tubbs."
Prescription has entirely eradicated
"Enrich him enrich him ! The best
wish him Is unlimited cruel In an
their distressing ailments.
I
More recently that wonderful fllscor-r- r almshouse somewhere.
No I What I
(for
of Dr. Pierce's, called
want Is to get that wretched paper
sf
been
has
backache),
kidneys and
Browne's nullified. Afterward
ully used by many thousands who of Miss
rewe can divide things up as we like"
write Df. Pierce oí the benefits
backache, rheumaBewilderment, shot with a gleam of
ceivedthat their
uric acid
understanding, seemed
tism and other symptoms ofhave
been
deposits In Joints or muscles
transfix him. We stood a long mo
to
use.
Us
completely conquered by
eyes challenging each out
N. T, ment our
gnd 10c to Dr. Pierce, Buffalo,
of
exchanging
their countersign
er,
for trial pkg. of any of bis remedies,
nlth and steadfastness. Then slowly
es

An-ur- lc

suc-ces-

Ir Vtíf

tot free medical adrice.

intense

can't

C miIU 0tm
jum twin as dauuwa
covm, Dmort
a.

ED

COLORADO-NEBRASK-

WATER CASE TO BE DECIDED.

IMPORTANT

SESSION

ON INSURANCE TAXES AND
CASE AFFECTING AUTOS
WILL COME UP.

TEST

(Ratera Newioiper

Union Newi Berries. )

Washington.
The Supreme Court
has reconvened, having been In recess
since Jan. 80. A number of important
cases await decision.
Among the cases in which decisions
may be expected in the near future
are the United Shoe Machinery Cor-

WINS

He Caught My Wrist.

slipped from him and fled to Aunt
Jane yes, to Aunt Jane and clung
Miss Higglesby-Brown- e
to her convulsively.
seemed to have petrified. Her
skin had a withered look, and a fine
network of lines showed on It, suddenly clear, like a tracery on parchment. Beyond her I saw the face of
Dugald Shaw, gray with a steely
wrath. A gun had been trained anew
on him and Cuthbert, and the bearer
(hereof was arguing ' with them profanely. I suppose the prisoners had
threatened outbreak at the spectacle of

the
No one had bothered to secure
Cookie, and he knelt among the pots
kitchen, pour
and pans of his open-ai- r
ing forth petitions in a steady stream.
Bluckbeard, who seemed a jovial brute,
burst Into a loud guffaw.
Look at old
"Ha, ha!
ready
Clnders gittin
hisself
for
glory 1" He approached the negro
and aimed at him a kick which
Cookie, arising with unexpected nim- bleness, contrived to dodge. "Looky
here, darky, git busy dishln' up the
grub, will you? I could stand one goed
feed after the forecastle slops we been
livln' on."
Blackbeard, whom his companions
as "Capaddressed Indiscriminately
tain," or "Tony," seemed to exercise
a certain authority. He went over to
the prisoners on the log and inspected
their bonds.
"You'll do; can't git loose nohow,"
Then, with a savage
he announced.
business.
frown, "But no monkey
First o' that I see, it's a dose o' cold
lead for youse, savvy?"
He turned to us women.
"Well, chickabiddies, we ain't treated you harsh, I hope? Now I don't
care about tyln' youse up, in case we
can help It, so Jest be good girls, and
I'll let youse run around loose for a
while."
But Magnus struck In with ah oa,th.
"Loose? You're turnln' soft, I say.
The future Mrs. M. there which I
mean to make her If she behaves right
she's a handful, she is. There ain't
no low trick she won't play on us If
she gets the chance. Better tie her
up, I say."
"Magnus," responded Tony with severity, "It'd make a person think to
hear you talk that you wasn't no gentleman. If you can't keep little Red-to- p
in order without you tie her, why,
then hand her over to a guy what can.
I net I wouldn't have a speck o' trouble with her her and me would git
"
along as sweet as two
"You dry up, Tony," said Magnus,
lowering. 'Til look after my own affairs of the heart. Anyway, here's
them two old hens what have been
Diakiu' me sick with their jabber and
nonsense all these weeks. Ain't I go-Ito have a chance to get square?"
"Here, youse!" struck In Slinker,
"quit your Jawin'I Here's a feed "we
alnt seen the like of In weeks."
Soot-and-

,

!..

Shave With

poration and the Standard Fashion
Company cases, both under the Clayton act, charging the former, through
leases based on patent rights, and the
latter by contracts on copyrighted articles, with enforcing arrangements
which may have the effect of lessening competition.
Pipe.
Title to valuable oil lands In the bed
"Where's my pipe?" demanded the
of Red river, Oklahoma, claimed by
the states, the federal government and poet.
Individuals, is involved in another
"Here it Is," said his friend. "Go-lu- g
to pipe a little lay?"
suit, while others will determine the
constitutionality of the women's suffrage amendment, state and municipal

Cuticura Soap
The New Way
Without Mug

CORNS

control over public service corporations, the authority of the federal government, by the exercise of its taxing
power, to regulate grain exchanges

Company of .water into Nebraska, and
the boundary dispute between Minnesota and Wisconsin, in which the
states have agreed to accept a survey
of a commission fixing the line from
lower St. Louis bay to the falls in the
St. Louis river, are also considered to
be approaching final decision by the
court.
The obligations of the government
arising out of the requisitioning of
coal and other acts during the war
are at Issue In several cases now in
the hands of the court and the government is seeking a final determination of the status of the emergency
fleet corporation, as to whether a govis free from
ernment establishment
suits.
State statutes, Imposing taxes regulating Insurance companies and for
the enforcement of prohibition laws
are Involved in a number of cases.
Automobile owners will be interested in a decision the government
seeks which would prohibit oil companies from loaning the equipment
i.sed at the various gasoline filling
stations throughout the country on the
condition that the products of competitors will not be handled.
Missouri Legion Sounds Congressman.
by the
Kansas
two United States senators from Missouri and ten out of sixteen Missouri
members of the national House of
Representatives, as to their stand on
an adjusted compensation act for soldiers have been made public by the
Missouri department of the American
Legion. The statements given out indicate approval of adjusted compensation In most Instances.
Rebels in India Defy Britain."
London. The serious conditions of
unrest in India are emphasized by the
correspondents of the London Times
from various localities in India. They
pay particular attention to growing
hostilities of Sikhs. The correspond
ent accompanying the prince of Wales
in a dispatch from Patlala says the
extremists are showing rebelliousness
under the restrictions of the resolutions of the national congress held at
Barodli, calling for. a suspension of
civil disobedience and the Khllifatla
mobs may at any moment become
dangerous.

Red Cross Spent $9,982,000.
Washington.
The American
Red
Cross spent $0,782,000 last year In assisting world war disabled veterans,
John Barton Payne, national chairman
of that organization, has announced.
The principal service rendered was in
putting the disabled in effective relation with the proper government
agency in order to help them obtain
aid to which they were entitled from
the federal government.
Urged to Restrict Output
Washington.
A suggestion that Cu(TO BE CONTINUED.)
. .
ban sugar producers restrict their
output to "normal" and scrap many
Energy Needs In Calories.
small plants set up during the war,
DeAccording to the United States
partment of Agriculture, a family con- has been advanced formally and unofficially after a number of confersisting of a father, mother and three
ences which considered suggestions for
12,000
approximately
children requires
solving the Cubar sugar problem and
calories a day. The diet Is best bal
at the same time protecting American
anced by considering 120 units of 100
basis,
On
fruits producers, it was stated at the White
this
calories each.
House. Should Cuba favor the proand vegetables should supply 24 units
posal, It was Intimated the United
milk, eggs and meat, 36; cereals and
States might consider reducing the
ooas,
starchy
sugar
SO
;
and
f
legumes,
tariff sufficiently to meet Cuban needs.
12, and fats and fatty foods, 18.
turtle-doves.-

n'

.

$5,000

Another big pusil eonteet J oat starteel,,
y Mr B. J. Refer. Thla fascinating pus-(am Is all th rage. Everybody's
P
Thu'l'th. biggest and mort exoltlng pus.
,1
contest oí all. First Prise
101 other bis cash
Second Prise Is M.600.
YesT 105 ' all! Win one of them.
P
Contest
open to all. Cost, notblnc t.
try The picture puasle la free.
Amusing Health and Beanty Dlecorery
to Introduce
This great offer la mad great
Vitamin
Reefer1 Teaet Tableta, the
all three vitaHealth Bulldere. Contain
get
right
the
you
to
nabl
that
mina
Vita-mi- ne
nouriahment from th food you .at.
bring about a wonderful Chang la
n
people.
thin, nervoua, 1
properly nourished, a" the
If the body
com back. Kye
youth
of
vigor
vim and
cheek reflect the color
.arkle.pur,Llprichandblood
that courae through
at the
tep. a snappy walk,
tn vein. A prlngy regained.
No matter
th Joy of youth ar
you ar. you need
old
how
young
or
now
And Reefer s Jeaat Tableta
Vitamlne.
upply them In th pleaeanteet
lo,000 rnsale Fictnra, FKKK a
Teaat
But you don't hav to buy Reefer
a prisa,
Tablet to enter thl contest or win
letter "S" puason
Just .end for thebig.$MO0
plctur fr
plctur. Orat, up. clear
Send today to BW.
request. Hurry
Reefer, th and Sprue St., Dept. UF.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Lift Off with Fingers

under the "future trading act," and
whether stockyard dealers and traders
are engaged In interstate commerce
and can be regulated by the "stockyards act."
The protest of Wyoming against the
diversion of the Laramie river by
Colorado, and of Colorado against the
diversion by the Pioneer Irrigation
Furiously

A

WMIM mtt

RECON-VE-

d.

wanted.'

Ml
ml

SUPREME TRIBUNAL HAS

n'

Wonderfully, says Mrs.
Barbara Weber, 3 IS
Van Ness Ave., San
Francisco. She is bat
cne of thousands similarly benefited.
If yon are under weight, if
your digestion is impaired, if
yon are weak and unable to
enjoy life to the fullest measure, you should take Tanlac
At all good druggists.
1

MAKE DECISIONS

olí
httls
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop
"Freezone" on an aching corn, instantly
that corn stops hurting, then shortly
you lift it right off with fingers, Truly!
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
"Freezone" lor a few cents, sufficient to
remove every hard corn, soft corn, or
corn between the toes, and the calluses,
without soreness or irritation.
Naturally.
Ethel She swears she's never been
kissed.

Clara Is that why she swears?
Tne man who gets as large-- a salary
as he thinks he deserves Is overpaid.
Always think twice before purchasing anything offered at a sacrifice.

Sure Relief
FOR lUD.GESTIOH

iaiir?v

.J.ZrTMU

I

I

ii jmdio;""vj
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Bell-an-s

25 and 754 Packages. Everywhere'

DONT
DESPAIR
if you are troubled with pains or

aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; painful passage of urine, you will find relief in

C0LDWEDAL
V-

:

i:vjr::;i 4

-

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric add troubles and
National Remedy of Holland since 1698.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Leak for the nun Cold Madal ea rry boa
and accapt no imitatio

Rats in the Cellar,
nice in the Pantry,
Cockroaches
in

.

the Kitchen

What can be more disagreeable than a
home infested with pests? Destroy them
with Stearns' Dec trie Pasta, the standard
exterminator for more than 43 years.
Kill rata, mice, cockroaches, waterbugs

or ants in a single night. Does not blow
away like powders; ready for uset better
than traps. Directions in IS languages
every box. Order hoax your dealer.
2 ox. abe 35c 15 oat size $150.

la

Hemstitching ft Ptootlng Attachment. Works
on any sewing mach.; easily adjusted. Price
Oera
li.10 delivered, with full Instructions.
Novelty Co.. Box 1011, Corpas ChrlsU, Txa.

"

ftates

"

D.O. Advles and book

reaannsbl. Highest ratassnos. Bsaiaarvl.

HAVE YOU STOCKS TO TKADf No baying or selling. ERNEST O. WHITNEY. 1401

Walnut Street.
W. N.

KANSAS CITT. MISSOUM.

U, DENVER,

NO.

j

ir.e
NOTICE OF TENDENCY OF
,
ACTION

State of New Mexico)

.)ss

-

-

County of Harding) .,
, In the District Court Thereof;
Eighth Judicial District.
C.

.1.

.

Vollmer'and Paul Vpllmer,
as Vollmer Brothers,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

J. W. Beck, trading as Beck

tor Company,

Mo-

.

No. 26.

'..

Defendants,

First National Bank of Roy, a cor

.

.

poration, and Wolcott L. Russel,
Garnishees,
Irvin Ogden, Sr., Grace V. Ogden
and fidelity Security Company.

.

19-2- 2,

,

Twenty-seve- n

The fine new school house at
Abbott is now completed and the
school was moved into the new
building last Tuesday."
The
building is one of the swellest
two room school houses in the
state and the people of the dis-a- ll
trict are- - nrond of their now
school home. The
son Construction
Co. had the
contract and the work was un- der the charge of Ray B. Cam
J. W. Thompson was the archi
tect for the building and L. H.
Brock had the supervising work
in hand.
Brown-Thomp-ayi-

Cappers'

Weekly,

Cappers'

Farmer and Household. All 3 for
$1.00 a year. In clubs with your
favorite magazine at special rate
Lowest club rates on all leading
magazines. See or write me for
catalog.
R. S. Wood.
Roy, N. M.

Remember

your taxes (the

MILLS AND

first half) becomes delinquent
March 15th., after that date a

VICINITr

Tlie scarlet fever scare has
penalty will be added from De somewhat abated and consepuent
cember 1st.
ly school opened last Monda'. '
We were rushed for time when
w
wrote our items last week
Dr. Gibbs returned from Grand
Lodge A. F. & A. F. at Albuquer- and forgot to mention the imporque last Thursday noon and re. tant fact that a little son came
to the home of Mr. and Mrs; H.
ports a fine time and a large
W. Dykeman one day last week
Mother and babe are doing nicely and iathtr, while he has not
The ladies chili dinner served missed a day from duty as chief
at the Paxton Grocery last Sat- bookkeeper for the YYilson Co.
urday was well attended and the yet it is plain to be seen that
ladies realized a nice little sum his mind isn't on his business.
for their days work.
and family and
H. B. Mai-toMiss Ruth Toalson were Sunday
Only four more weeks until dinner guests at the J. D. Meelection of Village Officers. Let's dina hme.
The T. A. Turner and II. G.
put just one strong ticket in the
families have been
Baumann
feld and let that ticket be comquite ill with the flu the past
posed of our best citizenship.
week, but ate reported to be
con-valasi- ng

now.

The dry weather used to be
the favorite topic of conversation but now it is the high taxes.
Those from here who attended
the dedication celebrations at
Logan the first of this week are
as follows: C. A. Smith, A. R.
Berentz, J. B. Proctor, O T. Wilson and E. G. Parkes. They
wereaccompanied by J. R. McKee
V.rnrV of Ahhott.
E. F. Cheney spent Sunday in
tha pnnnrv with his brother C.
D. Cheney and family.
Ed. Spencer has rented a gold
mine near Baldy and will begin
work in same when spring comes.
A. E. Lusk moved the remainder of his belongings last week
from the J. B. Lusk homestead
to his own farm near the river
canyons. Alvin has been working all fall preparing more and
better house room. He says, he
is tired of farming land enough
for three men and getting but
.

.For Sal e or Tr ade

one man's Da v.
A. E. Butler and family have
moved on the Uncle Abe Proctor

farm.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Payton are
the proud parents of a baby girl
sinca last Thursday. Mrs. Mis
ner is staying there helping care
for all so of course everybody
e
concerned is doing nicely
lady has been named Ruth '
Annette.
We may bp intruding on our
editor's territory a little by reporting the above item but if he
will forgive us this time we wui
try in the future to keep our
ears closer home.
J. M. Bently is building an addition to his house and otherwise
preparing same so when it is
completed he will have four
rooms instead of two which lie
E. V. Black
has at present.
and family have moved in with
him for the coming crop season.
The mill started work again
last Thursday after two months
lay off. Messcs Bermine, A.
W. Ferris and C J. Postlewaita
T
l
T
.1
l
i
worK m tne aay lime ana n. u.
Dennis and Jonn brockman at

One of the finest stock ranches in this
part of New Mexico - 3500 acres deeded.
laSd is

Tha-littl-

in a body and lies within a mile and
a half of Roy. About 70 percent tillable. Plenty of
water and lots of canyon shelter.
,Th.ts

The north hall of Section Fifteen, lownship Twenty, North,
Range Twenty-- five, East of the
New Mexico Principal Meridian.
Lots Twenty and Twenty-on- e
of Block Ten, of Tyler's Addition
to the town of Roy, in said County of Harding, according to the
official plat of said addition to
the Town of Roy on file and of
Twenty-six-

:,Ios:o, Salar Jay, March 4. 1822.

"

.

Twenty-fiv-

j

i

Juey?

Have your dental troubles reFOR
RENT Two ' upstaris moved by Dr. Murdoch who will
rooms will rent both together or be in Roy from March 6th., to
will
take in seperate boarders.
11th. Write him at Springer if
FOR SALE macaroni spring
C. Ernest Anderson, wheat ; write or see H. Garzina, 7 Call at the office.
you wish any information before
Clerk of said court. miles S. W. of Roy.
these dates.

to-w- it:

r,

County,

.

disposed of, f provided by law,
to pay said judgment, and the
aid defendant is further notified
that on the said 14th day of
November, 1921, the sheriff of
Harding County under and by
virtue of a writ of attachment
issued in the above entitled ac- tion, levied upon and attached
the interests of the defendant in
the following described real property, situate, lying and being in
larding County, New Mexico,

record.
Lots Twenty-fou-

ar.g

I'.oy

i,

Anti Freeze, 1 Ford Engine BloMOFAX
ck and head, 3 rear axle HousMiss Ruth Lamb who came
ings, miscellaneous Fenders, 2
Goodrich tires, two Fish O. S, ifrom Missouri with her cousin
plain Tread, two used Ford Trac- - j Bill Davenport is in the hospital
tor wheels, solid tread, 1 tire ai iwoy now. .......
R. B. Johnson and family are
rack, Miscellaneous Fordson Trac
down with the 'flu.' ,
tor repairs; and parts, Ford
Naomi Everett who has been
Truck Repairs and parts; Auto
with Mr. and Mrs. Banks
repairs and parts, accessories.
near Mofax is home this week.
And said defendant is further
John McDániel and wife were
notified that unless he enters very much surprised last , Wedhis appearance herein on or be- nesday night w hen the "neighbors went in on them it being
fore the 10th., day of April,
Mrs. McDaniePs birthday.
judgment will be rendered
J. T. Everett and family and
him be default and his
said above described property W. E. Gibbons and wife took
which is attached sold to satis- dinner with Edwin Olson and
wife Sunday.'.
fy the same.
W. E. Gibbons ana "wife of
That the name and post office Dawson
are visiting Mrs. Gibaddress of plaintiffs' attorney, bon's parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
is W. R. Holly, Springer, New Everett this week.
Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Banks
WITNESS; my hand and the have the 'flu.'
Bill Davenport was in Roy
seal of said court of Mosquero,
Harding County, New Mexico, last week.
Too late for last issue
this 18th., day of February,

Interveners.
J.
defendant,
The above named
that
notified
hereby
W. Beck, is
the above entitled action has
been commenced by the above
named plaintiffs against said de- 1922.
fendant, the general objects of
which action are to recover a
judgment for the sum of Two
Thousand, Eight Hundred & No
,100 Dollars due plaintiffs from
defendant upon an account for
goods, wares and merchandise,
sold and delivered by the plaintiffs to the defendant; that on
the 14th., day of November, 1921
a writ of granishment was issued against the above named
gramshees, vhich writ was serv- ed an said garnishees on said 14t-h- .,
day of November, 1921, and
said defendant is notified that
unless he appears herein on the
return day as .provided in this
notice, judgment will be. rendered against him and the garnish-- ees, and tne enects garnisneu,

.

frpamsa-Acierica-

aI1

No better grazing land in New Mex'co. About 50 percent is the best of wheat land. Place must be seen to be
appreciated. Will sell this fine ranch for $10,000 down
with 30 years time on balance at low interest.

Will take good business house in trade

e.

and

$8:00 per acre if taken soon

Price

Block Seven,
and Lots Eighteen and Nineteen
of Block seventeen and lot twennight.
ty of Block Ten, of the Town of
Too late for last issue
Roy, in said County of Hardingseeaccording to the official plat of
CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
said Town of Roy on file and of
GROWS
record.'
Washington, Feb., 23. (Capital
and
Lots Twenty-thre- e
News Service.) Every day durof Block One of Floershe
ing the last five years an averini's addition to the Town of Roy,
in said County of Harding, acage of 2,173 persons joined the
cording to the official plat of
various churches of America,
said addition to the Town of Roy
and three congregations were oron file and of record.
ganized daily.
And on said date the sheriff
The total religious constituenof Harding County also attach
cy of the country is 95,838,096.
74,795,-22Theprotestants count
ed the following described per
Roman Catholics, 17,885,.
sonal property,
846; Jews, 1,120,000; Eastern
One roll top desk, one glass
Orthodox (Greek and Russian),
show case, approximately twelve
411,054; Latter Day Saints (Mor
foot long, one Burrough s AddGallegos
W.
County
T.
Comissioner
Weatherill
wife
and
and
mons), 1,646,170.
There
seems to be an epidemic FOR SALE OR
ing Machine, one National cash
TRADE
Roy
Wednesday.
spent
children
in
was
Sunday
A
at
W.
the
cold
of
Na3
Roy
in
The total active membership
by
made
.
and the commu-'farregister, one safe
ion
W, Gilstrap home.
m"es Mst is 45,997,199, an increase of
mty. adjoining the
I
We'iv.
tional Safe and Lock Company,
Senator T. E. Mitchell was in
Rev. Cooke preached to a large hop, the chase in the
over the 1916 census fig
one gas tank and pump, two bow- town from his
acres
ranch
last
Albert
congregation
at the Christian halts te epidemic.
auto
pumps,
one
ser, tanks and
The
ures.
several religious bod&ume strawberries, Peaches and
,
Friday.
onurcn
bunday
last
morning
one
jack,
report
congregations
233,104
ies
one
lever
crane,
lift
apples, about 70 acres in cultiand evening. ,
W. H. McCarger is in Kansas
by
manned
200,000
ministers.
weaver jack, one burning in
The little babe of Mr. and Mrs.
this week lining up a bunch of vation; rest timber, this farm is For the first time in history the
block, one Fairbanks gas engine, vilmurry has been quite sick the
located right in the fruit belt of
Edd Cabla who was
Methoone western electric generator, past week but at present is doing at Laredo on February arrested prospective buyers for
Arkansas,
for information write Bntists have passed tha
6th
for
Mr. McCarger expects to
membership.
one Robins electric motor, one nicely.
The
in
total
dists
embezzlement of Postal and bring back a large number
of pro or see, E. L. Northcutt, Mills. N. T,ntists showing their greatest
motor stand, one Fairbanks difmoney order funds from the Roy spective land buyers
when he
increpe in the south, now have
O. H. Redd of Springer is in Post Office was removed to
ferential stand, one air comprespiemhers. against a
7.835.2-"0sor tank and hose, one Goddell town this week selling Fords.
last Friday where he
FOR SALE Will, sell for
$1200 Methodist membership of
and Pratt drill press, one bat- Iowever sleighs, would be more will plead guilty to ' the charsre
or will
1
S. E. Paxtnn and
tery press,- one coil testing ma- in fashion just at present.
and accept sentance from Judge
o
nu i . ...trade, a fine - fin "w ui
""
ElecLieb. Edd ramo t.n Lnivuln and have bean in attendance at Grand .2.' LL. lles east and one sout
chine, one
ilLodgo the Dast week rtiirnpH 91 Kov- - W.JI. Reed. Gould. Okhi
If you have a friend wanting' cava 'himcmif hy n
nr
D MuHnV t'tt dontis. will
tric Company rheostat, one start
have
ranch
mesa,
a
N
on
the
fine
had, all of Old Mexico he wanted, home Monday evening by auto, j
le in Pov from March 6th.. to
ing duty switch, one used Ford-so- n
glad to get home but half froze'
ntal
11th.. fi
for your
tractor, Four Oliver Tractor him write Schultz and Johnson.
Read their large ad in this weeks
SEED WHEAT
We received a number of com- - from the lon auto ri(k from Al- See hi mat the w- G.
Drawn Disk Plows, 2 being
ouquerque.
paper it will tell you all jiuuui D imwits
FOR SALE800 bushels Macar- Johnson home near the Christplows and 2 being S disk
ranch.
the
S.
A.
Texas-Nelast
week
spring wheat test 59 good ian Church.
oni
about
the
plows, with four new disks and
clean
Mexico
highway
Henry
wheat.
meeting
Stone
was
uo
n
from
his
8 old disks, one
We received the Mills and Mc held at Logan and have sent out La Cinta
S. E. Paxton, Roy, N. M.
Batteries refilled with distilled
cirMonday
last
ranch
one
and
11
ÜJ
Harrow
Disk
?i
Tandem
i
water
at Service Garage free of
extra
People
loyttrJ5
C0Pie8t(
gating
a
petition to the Cattle
Oliver Tandem Cultipacker, mis
o
charge.
copy
un.
or
NanirArv
sntwrnt
fni
iba
wntei
jum,uUwmunga
the
"
cellaneous parts for Oliver plow, wuere uie ueiay came hi. an vterhia chawa tha
.
i
o
i
j.... FOR SALE
Full stock S. C
tiiv accessories. , bulbs, auto. as-- i know they failed to reaelr
NOTICE
White
Leghorn
Roosters ?1.00
P. O. until the day after we iv thVcessories in show case, Ford
TtTX
vou to trade for a
have
What
-cu
iijime
each.
ana
Mrs. J. II. Mahoney.
puaitiuii
uivaiw
iui
wouiu
good
way.
rts, 7 Ford Lamps, 2 radiator had printed.
automobile?
make an export inspector.
F. S. Bro vn.
Twenty-eig-

of

ht

5

If interested in this proposition, write or

-

chultz & Johnson
Roy, New Mexico
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SOME THINGS TO THINK
XV
BOUT. ..

BRADLEY

--

S. S. and Church was

a great

ELMER VEEDER DIES AT
RANCH HOME NEAR MORA

V.v

success Sunday. Rev. Holmes de?
Elmer Veeder a widely known
The taxpayers of New Mexico
livered a fine sermon which was are beginning to 'take a hand' in attorney of San Miguel and Mora
appreciated by one and all. The the running o fthe government. Counties died at his ranch' homo
music and singing rendered by After a period of demand , for near Mora last Wednesday mora.
him and Rev. Bra, Drake were service from the government. mg alter a snort illness of a je.w
fine. We were very glad to have they have turned to study its days from pneumonia.
Mr. Veéder had many friends
Ero. and bister Drake mtnvs
and the trend now ia
.
Rov who moufn his death n
They were very kind to bring
in
Rrvic(i t a
'
Rev. Holmes out to our school minimum of
he
has visited here frequently;.
cost and in consider
house. Come again folks.
He was probably one of the wide.--st
ation
to
'ability
of
pay.'
The
C. C. Moore is yet unable to Taxpayers
known attorneys and Democra
Association of New
get about on account of his Mexico
political figures of the state
tic
years
giving
been
has for
badly mashed foot.
and
had been a member of the
the facts as to governmental
Curtis West visited the Bradley costs.
Vegas
Las
bar for the past thirty
We are now met by state
:
and Hazens' this week. lié re- ments from varios
v.
years,
sources
that He
ports Bertha having the best of New Mexico
was legal advisor to the
is not spending
luck with her school. We know
Gov., Baca and as such,
Late
more on certain per sapita basis
Bertha is a fine teacher.
practically
framed thecourse of
states.
than
said,
is
It
for
other
Grover Ames, Lord Morford
administration.
In fact so
the
instance, that New Mexico levand Ralph Hazeu are busy haul ied
thorough
did
he
do
his
work that
$31.16 per capita in 1920, and
ing wood.
on the basis of he iwas so strongly urged to.
Colorado
4.97
It surely is a question .which
The question still make the race for governor three
is pomar to kill the most DeoDle population.
remains
whether or not New years ago, but for certain reaor grouches????.
Mexico is not paying more than sons would not make the race..
Mrs. Dei rees, County hup t.
Mr. Veeder was a member nf
nd Mrs. Harrv Kincrsberrv. Asst its northern neighbor according the State
committee
to
'ability.'
too,
Then,
it must
County Sup't., visited our school
be
kept
in
move- for.ycr.ra and was offered the
mind
that
the
Wednesday.
State Chairman shin hutv fWlir
uvviiii- Harry Lmdgren is home again ment for tax reduction is gen ed same, however, for six
years
eral.
In
all
growing
states
the
nd will be home from now on.
he was County Chairman of San
governmental
costs
and
increas
He has engaged in the poultry
Miguel county.
ROY, N. M.
business. Here's wishing you ing tax burdens are causing gra
SPRINGER. N. M.
Mr. Veeder leaves his widow,
ve
concern.
good luck, Harry.
oiie brother and two stepchilAs to the oiiestion 'of 'taxincr'
Mrs. Ralph Hazen is yet suf
He was a foremost workability there are certain facts dren.
fering
some
from
finger.
It
her
er in the Episcopal Church and
Authorized
Dealers
that require serious thought. At during the recent
is much better.
THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Lvsle Hazen and famiiv and least three sugestions must.be an at Las Vegas was convocation on
in constant
Mr. Wilcox visited with Authur swered in the discussion which
Reprsented by
R. S. WOOD
SALESMAN
At Roy Garage
giving his counsel in
Hazen and family, Sunday. All has been initiated as to tax pay- church problems
and his person-it- y
report a fine time, of course wc ing ability in a comparason of
to the enjoyment of social af!tnov that, because that is what stales.
fairs.
Cora and Arthur always pre1. Who pay the taxes? All
The funeral took place from
pare for their friends.
TEXAS
guaranteed
privilege of St. Paul's Memorial Church at
NEW MEXICO HIGH 'NOTED EDUCATORS HERE
are
the
Every one was so glad to see shilling in the
WAY TO BE STARTED SOON
of gov 2 :30 Thursday afternoon : Rev.
that we now have the new seats ernments but benefits
guarantee Moore the rector officiating with
that
"
The Hardin? Countv Hie-- in the school house. The school does not carry with it any nec Dunai
.. .. .
ionowmg in, the Masonic
VVhile in this vicinity last week! School and the Rov Public Sch- - as well as the S. S. and Chirch
Gov. Mechem. Charles Snvinwr. ools were visited last week bv will anoreciate these seats as essary corollary that all must Cemetery.;
I am :a graduate from the Chairman of the State Highway Dr. Kent President of the A. they have gone so long without share in the burden.
2. .What is the true value of NOTICE OF PURMP atiiW
Missouri .Auctioneering
Schoo Commission and Leslie Gillette and M. College of State College them.
property
Engineer
Chief
in the various states IN THE DISTRICT COURT
on
called
Driskel
Sena
Frank
been
busv
has
New Mexico also bv R. W
I will assure you of service
tor T. E. Mitchell, President of Ford óf Santa Fe, State Super getting ready for dipping.
and how much burden does each
that brings results.
Or HARDING
T. A. Rice was visitine- friends $1000 of such property bear? No
October Adiournerf. Term A
Will be glad to cry your sale the Texas New Mexicn Hih visor of Agricultural Education
way Association and told him Miss Taylor. State Supervisor
per capita figures can be produc- D. 1922. '
of and neighbors last week.
anywhere at any time.
that actual survey work oh'the iiome Economics.
Mrs. C. Driskil has been on the ed that would fairlv reflect the
Highway would start at the
true situation, iUuerthere sháii
Dr.' Kent came
Semonita Garcia d
Lo sick list.
Romero,
gan bridge on March 3rd., '. and gan where he madeover from
be
made an exhahstive and thoro
Mrs.
Duvall and Mrs. Kincsnrineina
the
would De DUshed to- Mosnnem-- address at the bridíre
examination of II factors
Bonifacio. Romero.
fledi. berry 'visited in the Bradlev - ugh
Roy,-NeMexico, the County Seat. The balance tipn last Tuesday
n vol ved and tfíomparason dra-- No. 52,
and Mr. Ford neighborhood last week, ;
of the survey will be made later ana miss
forget-Chür- ch
Don-thel st n upon
basis
lavior came down
Springer accomDanied bv Miss Sunday in March by Bro. Biun-et- t
3. W hat is the income of the
The said defendant, Bonifacio
Lily H; Henningan, Co. Sup't.of
at 2:30 , P. M. S. S, everv people óf the variou- s- states? Romero is hereby notified that
Robert Hancock and wife of ouax uunty.
..?,.: : ' " ' Sunday sure' at 1 :30 P. M. Everj-on- laxes must after all is said, be a suit in divorce has been comDawson are visiting for a few
is welcome. Brincr vour fri paid out of income and profit. If menced against hiííi in
All of the visitors made a pai-the Disdays with Andy Hera and fami ful Studv of the WAl-- heincr Ann. ends and neighbors and families it is found .that New Mevi
trict Court- for the County of
Fancy Coinb r Extracted Honey
ly, in Roy. Bob is a valued em by the Harding County High Sen and that smile If you can't do shows a low total or average in- Harding, State of New
Mexico,
For ;sai,e by the ' case
that come anywáy arid"! our hea- come, its tax Davinff ability will by said Semonita Garcia de Roployee 'of the Southwestern jrail- - ooi ana expressed themselves-S- s
..
ánd iu'6 jyal." cans'- - t
rty
well pleased with work being
welcome and iollv folks will be relatively low. '
mero, who by affidavit, does say
road in the coal city, having wor donealtho the THtrwtnvs tta make you go home smilincr v .
Retailed by all
: ;'.
akVpft
Questions
These
tr that the "wherealMiiit nf
are
ked in hispresent capacity for the well as the pupils are much hanIra Woods is back asrain after get'down to brass tacks Mere bove named defendant is not
Leading Grocers
dicapped bv the lack of
a few weeks absence
past seventeen years.
.
Italian Bees and Queens
generalities will get us nowhere. Known, aithOUffh Hi hevrit innmW Jay andTell Bradley sold theii NorVcan we
Incidentally Mr. Hancock has facilities to handle Uieir work.
talk at cross purpos and effort has' been mnHd t id
joined the ranks of Spanish
es. After all what is our pur- eate and find his ' whreabouta: The Stienbaugh's and their we pose?;
readers for a period of
It is not to severe effi- that unless he enter V 'WMUV fcV
C. S. Jones and famiiv nf HTUT drill
P.O. Box1
is ...still at Eradlev's. TTn
Springer, New Mex. a year.
to
cient
eovernment
.
for nil nf the be entered his appearance in said
r
were Sunday visitors in Roy.
ii
mis writing tney have not struct lowest possible cost to those who suit on
the SI cf d
water for Jay, but. hope to soon
of March A. TV
'
low
r
to pay the taxes?
have
as tney nave some good indica
PRO CONFESSO therein will be
lions ot water.
T,ldered against you.'
Harry Aspgren visited his ho
L'V .
J. B. Lusk,
Joe Gilstran and wife and chi
me Sunday. He is working up
Roy, N. M.
ldren, of Maxwell srent Snnrtav
near noy.
Attorney
Ihave taken the agency for
for
Plaintiff
Grover Ames and Mr. Wilcox at the parential Lusk home. Joe
C. Ernest Anderson.
one of the strongest Fire Insureports
everything rather quiet
were m Rov Tuesikv.
rance Companies doing business
Clerk.
Ralph Hazen and Oscar Asp at Maxwell.
in the State and will be glad to
COMTrCTOJi
gren motored to Pasamnnte Mnn
insure your property against
Cement, Stj:s an! Piaster
day.
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
iurs. Aspgren and tivert vis
I also insure farm property.
ited Mrs. Don Bardlev.
I appreciate your patronage.
M. L. Woods and family were
F.H. Fester,
Roy, N. M.
m luosquero Saturday and Sun
day.
All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by ExKanutp Asne-reand Harrv
press or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists Teleíangi-eaie hauling wheat to
graph Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
Solano.
for you anywhere in, the United States on a few hours
Henry Stone. Mr. White and
notice.
Dave Livingston were thru here
Duymg cattle last week.
Ray and Glen Hazen and Plnr
"THE NAYLORS"
ance Driskil delivered some cat
P. O. Drawer 349
.Raton, N. M.
tle Saturday.
Oscar Kidd bousht a lot of fine
shoats from Ralph Hazen.
A. J. Haun was out buvhiír Diss
last week.
T. J. Heiman called at the
Bradley home Saturday evening,
Adam Troop is visiting Tell
the past day or so.
I have sold my repair shop in all departments as well
Don't forget vou have been
as
invited
to church the 1st Sunday
all storage space to R. A. Pendleton, Jr., who
will conduct
in March and S. S. everv Sun
it in the future.. .1 wish to thank the public for
day, sure.
this pop
tion of the business which has been given
Too late for last issue
me and trust
you will accord Mr. Pendleton as much or
more business

REDUCED PRICE

Fórdsoií Tractor

.

F. O. B Your Farm

.

Ready to Work

.

s

,

Den-.ocrat-

SPRINGER SALES & A UTO
COMPANY

--

v

I

AUCTIONEER

!

WY

-

Col. BcR. feeder

-

-

.

;

--

-

t

fí-ni-

eome-.junifor-

e

FATJO'S HONEY

-

.

i

-

"

--

,

!

,

:'..

Fatjo Apiaries

,

.

v

f

Fire Insurance

K. F. HENRY,

"

"

.

n

.

Raton Greenhouses

N

Of. ICE

Money to. Loan

Plenty of money available. to loan on
well improved real estate. Long time

.

and reasonable rates.

J. B. Proctor,

than I have received

F. S.

,

I assure you he will appreciate it.

BROWN

I. C.

n. m.

DODDS

UNDERTAKER
And
LICENSED EMBALMER
Full line of Caskets alwaysd. on
hand, also suits and dresses.
Calls answered day or night
Phone No. 58
Foster Elk.
Roy, N. Mex. '
.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.
(Incorporated and Bosded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY
.

ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

"

AGENT FOR CHEVROLET AUTOMOBILES AND SAM SON
TRUCKS.

Mills,

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
Conveyances.
;
Mosquero, New MexicoT

Kenneth' Hall left for Minnea-

polis, Minn. Jast Wednesday
where he will visit his sister
Miss Inez and also
onmo
dental work done.

hv

i

The Spanish - American, Roy Har ding County, New Mexico, Saitu relay,' March 4. 1922.
NOTICE

OF SUIT

GEORGE HUNKER ELECTED
STATE CHAIRMAN OF
tfce
PEMOCARTIC PARTY

In the Distrkt Court of
Eighth Judicial District, State
of New; Mexico, in and for the

I

umniy oi naraing.

THE

of the

Bank of Roy and now a director
of
the .'. institution was. elected
Plaintiff,
'Chairman of the DemoState
vs.
cratic
, State Central Committee
No. 48. at
Albuequrque last week. ArFred B; Misner; Edna Hurd Mis- thur Seligmann who had been
ner, Stanislaw Cygon, Stanislaw chairman for the past several
Posluszny, James H. Cristmani J. years resigned and was elected
R. Lebert, Karolina Kolack. John National Committeeman
from
M. Coffeen, T. J. Price, C..E. New Mexico and O. N. Marroon
Ilolcomb, First National Bank, was elected Congressional Com.
Clayton, New Mexico, a Corpora- mitter nan.
tion, and Colfax County State
With the selection of Mr. HunBank, a Corporation,
ker as Slate Chairman, we beDefendants. lieve the party has chosen one of
To Stanislaw Cygon, Stanislaw their strongest men in the State
Posluszny. and Karolina Kolack, for the positon and one who will
be a real worker for the party.
defendants above named. '
You are hereby notifed that His first thought and express-o- n
was for ecnomy in the State
suit "has been filed in the District Court in and for the Coun- Admnistratlon and the lowering
ty of Harding, State of New of taxes throughout the state
Mexico, against you, being Cause and no doubt this feature will be
No. 48 upon the civil docket of embodied in the State platform
said court wherein First Nation- this fall.
,
al Bank, Roy, New Mexico, is
Mr. Hunker believes that the
the Plaintiff and Fred B. Misner State and County Conventions
Edna Hurd Misner, Stanislaw for the selection for nominees
Cygon, Stanislaw Posluszny, for offices should be held early
James H. Christman. J. H. Leb- in the summer thereby giving
ert, Karolina Kolack, John M. the nominees a chance for a
Coffeen, T. J. Price. C. E.
strong campaign before election
Firsi National Bank, Clay- day in Novemter.
ton, New Mexico, a corporation,
Mr. Hunker is a good clean
and Colfax County State Bank, a man and we hope will conduct
corporation, are defendants ; that the campaigns this fall free from
the nature and object of said suit mudslinging which has become
is to foreclose that certain inden- a disgust to the average voter
ture of. mortgage, dated Janu- during the recent campaigns.
ary 3rd, 1921, made and execut
We understand the headpuar- ed by Fred B. Misner and Edna j ters wm be maintained at Albu- Hurd Misner, his wife to Roy ;querque with a branch at Las
Trust & Savings Bank, a corpora Vegas. Mr. Hunker will devote
tion, but said Roy Trust and Sav- a portion of his time at the Albuings Bank, assigned to Fjrst querque office especially during
National Bank, Roy, New Mex- the campaign and will make a
ico, to secure ,two certain notes vigorous campaign for the elec-to- n
made and executed by said Fred
af a good, clean, strong state
B. Misnér and Edna. Hurd Misner ticket this fall
hia wife to said Rot Trust and
Savings Bank, dated May 17th,
IRRESPONSIBLE!
LAW
1?20 and December 8Ut, 1920
CAUSE OF TROUBLE
for $2320.50 and $280.00 respectively with interest thereon at Fanatical Legislation Blamed for
10
from December 31st, 1920.
Much of the Radicalism Now
less a credit thereon" of $55.97
Prevalent in America.
paid December V 21st., 1921,
upon the following .described
Washington, Febi
(Capital
land and real estate situated in
Neews Service.)
Commencing
said County of Harding, State of
on the need to combat radical
New Mexico
The Northeast. Quarter - and ideas in American civil life, proat the.capitol
the Northwest Quarter of Sec minent
tion thirty . four in Township say that, much disrespect for law
twenty-onNorth of Range can be traced to the enactment
Twenty-fivEast pf the New of foolish, unnecessary and hope
Mexico :. Meridian, which said lessly
statutes.
mortgage was recorded on JanuIn Kentucky a bill has been
ary 5th. 1921 in Book C. of Mor- introduced in the legislature
tgage Records, of Mora County, making it illegal to teach Darwin
New Mexico at page 161, and for ism
in the public schools.
judgment against said defend
In
Massachusetts a cripple has
ants,, Fred B. Misner and Edna
been
arrested and fined for play
Hurd Misner upon said notes,
ana tne sale oi said premises ing a game of checkers outdoors
t; on Sunday.
and real estate to pay said
A Kansas City school official
and for the determination
of the priority of various liens believes'that jazz music has a
of the several defendants named similar effect upon young people
herein.
to strong drink and urges a jazz
You are notified that, unless prohibition movement.
you enter your "appearance in
Says the Philidelphia Public
said cause on or before April Ledgor; "Such superprudery. and
24th, 1922, judgment by default
hyperhypocrisy is calculated to
will be entered against you.
average
The name and address of Plain- disgust the
and
does not tend to
morality,
tiffs attorney is E. R. Wright,
stabilize that government by the
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal consent of the governed which
of said court this 27th, day of makes for public decency, r.r.d
February, 1922.
civic morality."
C. Ernest Anderson,
Mrs. Margot Asquith, famous
County Clerk. English political learder, says,
(D. C. Seal.)
'Americans are not free you
overdo your prohibitive laws and
do not enforce them."
FINE SNOW ON THE MESA then
which attempts to.
Legislation
A fine snow began falling on
upon
a
foist
the mesa Sunday night and conthe personal prejudice .or
tinued until Tuesday morning;
ideas of some iso
fanatical
durthe
fell
5
snow
about
inches of
ing this time which will be a lated reformer invariably does
great aid to the fanners and more harm than good, brings tho
probably save a greater portion
bodv enacting such
of the winter wheat. The snow statutes into disrepute and. by
drifted considerable leaving the making the source of law ridicufields bare in places and block- lous, decreases resnect for other
ing the highways. The trains
laws well conceived and thoughton the Santa Fe are several
hours late Monday and Tuesday fully passeed.
and no mail other than local mail
Everyone should turn out and
was received from the north
Tuesday. The weather is still hear the Homeland Entertainers.
threatening and it looks much The last, and best, number of the
like wp will have another snow Lyceum Course.
storm before the end of the week At the Christian Churcn Marcn
The weather is intensely cold, in 7th., at 8 P. M.
fact the coldest of the winter,
The dampness will do much to
The school bonds carried at
purify the air and we can exelection at Mossuero last Sat
the
is
this
now
as
pect less sickness
20
the first real moisture we have urday by a vote of 180 for tothe
shows
that
which
against
Oh,
had since July or August,
yes we will raise a fine crop aga- people of the County Seat and
bein this year; we always win out surrounding community are
comes
it
when
best
in
the
lievers
darklooks
the
when everything
to education. The Solano bonds
est.
which were voted on last week
We do the best painting and had onlv six votes against the$5,Kalsomining in Roy, at reasoan ie bonds. Both issues are for
m
w9h yF t.np&f
prices, give us a chance, write F. nnn nrA
schools
& H. care of the Spanish Amer- tows fine
'dings.
'bui
ican.
.
Mexico, a Corporation,

r

Hol-com-

THE
PRIXTTKfi rninPANV
Frank L; Schult2, Editpr.
WmG. Johnson. Associate Editor
Subscription $2.00 per year payable strictly in advance."
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SATISFIES
UNCLE SAM

-

First National Bank, Roy, New'

Entered as

That's what the "Member of Federal Reserve",
stands for. It means that we measure up to
the exacting standards of strength and reliability set by the Government;

ship.

.

VICINITY

.

are proud of our Federal Reserve Member-

And we are proud of our steadily lengthening list of customers evidence that we satis-l- y
not only, in point of strength and responsibility, but in scope and helpfulness of service
as well.
.

FIRST NATIONAL
BANK
Roy, N. Mex.
A GOOD BANK FOR EVERYONE.
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If You Are in a Hurry
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Order your abstracts from the

c
vsis ai in
Z:
siier home while here. -

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)

:

,

"

:

.

;:

"
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.
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W. R. COPLEÑ, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexico.

X.

Have you noticed that Matri
L- Boyd was
hostes
monial Bonds have failed to fol to the Indies AiA loc.4- rurj
.cío
cunea
ir
low Liberty Bonds back to par? day afternoon.
The time was'
spent in piecing .on a quilt which
.
v4. x
And the Chamber of Commerce T n air cAcui
sir
w oner
at
Kas not yet revived ; send for the an earlv.. dafaA Aft-- ior.v- sale
- i ness; session refreshments were
doctor quick-- ., ...
vcu "y me nostess assisted by
G. R. Belknap, and Mrs. E.
The Roy well is at least well
housed even if the water ' is D. Bartmess. Those present besides the three mentioned werev '
&rce.
wurtiue- j. a,, ftmitn,! M. H.
Smith, C. F. LeonhanLIraThet
7he side walk to the Roy school ford T. E Siler.L, M. Nugent.
grounds without street' crossings. L. G. Parks, James Fletcher, O.
is like a Ford without gass, not ;T. Wilson, and A. V. Stafford.
very valuable. Yet could be' Ihe next meeting; will be with
made valuabkr"by spending a lit-t- h Mrs. Geo. Cochrane. "
" We have decided to take
more money. f ';
advice and not let anyone
us out of using our own
"bluff
strangebut thie, that
It is
name
when
the opportunity preemployed
always
when
is
rumor
sents itself. So from ow on we
idle.
will make note of it every time
we turn around.
The recent gas strike in difMrs. O. W. Swain
Roy and
ferent parts of New Mexico turn Mrs. Helen Atwater of
of Kahler
out to be Gubernational blow were the guests of Mrs
E. D.
onts.
Bartmess last Friday.
Robert Culbertson and sons,
Harding County's High School Owen and Robert traded off part
Manual training teacher is a lady of their oe'ongings here, loaded
and.the.kids say she knows how an immigrant car of household
to use a hammer and saw better goods and left Saturday for Terré
than most men. Good, we expect Haute, Ind. from whence they
to see a bunch of lady carpenters came last May. They built a lar--ga
adobe house on tVieír fa-- .
in Roy soon.
which they sold back to M. 1L
We understand that a certain ,o:i;ílu.
L. Z. Marion is the owner of
Roy man was fined last week
cleaning up Irs premises, two thoroughbred stag hounds
icod! Village Dads, but follow ur which are certainly trained to
kiii coyotes. They killed one last
the example set. there are other
week
after giving him a three
eyesores in town.
mile chase. He put up a fight
which lasted about one half hour
Let us show you the way to but at last th8 dogs both got hold
paint or kalsomine your home we of his throat and his time was
will do it at your price just to short after that. Mr. Marton
Veep peace in the family, write came about the time the fight
F. & H. care of the Spanish A- - was over, took off the beast's
scalp and inferred us, who hapmerican. '
.
pened to ba a silent spectator to
Spring is coming, now is "the the scrap, that this made 12 cotime to have your home refinish-e- d yotes which his dogs had caught
with a new coat of paint and in the past three of four months,
kalsomine, we can do it. Let's drifts which extended five or six
cro! Write F.' & II. care of the
Our snow which we have been
Spanish American.
longing for has blowed in but
since wallowing through snow
Melville Floersheim and Tony inches above our shoe tops,, we
Hanson, have completed Kalso- see it is not so nice after all.
mining the Floersheim home this
Mrs. Lewis of Danville, Colo...
week, and are now busy invoicing is visiting her friend Mrs. John
stock for the J. Appel & Co big Fessler.
store.
.
Lou Peii'er arrived Friday
from
Trinidad where he will reIt was cold this wéek'but you main for
some time.
can warm up next weekr for the
We
understand
that, a Mr. Ar-n- ett
Homeland Entertai.ers is. a hot
Roy
east
of
of
has moved
number! Don't forget'- the date on
the L B. Lusk homestead.
March 7th.
-

We give' our entire'attention to the abstract business
'and are prepared to furnish you abstracts' promptly,.'
satisfaction ,in every particular. '.. ',"', v ,i
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I have taken ove rthe equipment of the CITY
TAILOR SHOP and will in the future conduct
this business so that a real service will be rendered the people of Roy and vicinity in this line.
The shop has employed Mr. Clarence Jenkins
to handle the. cleaning, pressing and dying line.
Mr. Jenkiiis has had years of experience in this
business and is capable of doing everything in
this line in a first class manner.
Orders taken for tailor made clothing and
guaranteed to suit the customer.

pudg-men-

City Tailor Shop

law-abidi-

J. B. WOODWARD, PROPRIETOR

'

fo;-no- t

,

Dodds Motor & Electrical

ma-iori-tv

Co.

law-maki-

up-to-d-

MILLS AND

finiA

We

v

,

matter at the post office in Roy. N. If.

s

We hope this years political
Wo- were out nf huV ioofw,r
mvff ioob VtCCIV
campaigns will not have to be fit With our items 1 nnl fk ,W(?
v'u" uiav
might not forget anything
ted with mud guards ;
that
we know we began writing; oír
Isn't it funny that so manv Mondav, and than .uulcu lUfí
uux wnen we were premen in Roy are attracted by good
to
paring
seal them Wednesday
looks rather than good cook-- ?
morning we could not find one
page anywhere. After spending
Mosquero gets the Courthouse a aay
looking for same we reand jail bonds. Roy irets the Hitrh wrote it to
the best of our
School bonds, both towns ought
and mailed it next day
to be satisfied, but Milis and So- out it was delayed
somewhere on
lano says. "Where is our share tile road and reached
the S A.
of the pie?"
office on Friday which was too
ate lor cublicatinn iu;0fv
certainly
trails us sometimes
Tall- shout speed? We heard a
v.e can account for it no
and
fellow say the other diy that he
knew a fellow near Rov that oiner way except that the sign
could nia!:c 7 year whiskey in 7
Spencer returned to
,,.lenn
nnut:s. Cj.ng soma, eh?
.jiLs last week from
Dawson
hci e he lias
i
unHnv.
Two letters put in or left in an iliéips iioage Co.
ad sure can ma!:e many people
tu. y. íiuuieíh of Chico suffer-3(1
ask questions. Well we know
a broken hip when his autothey read the ad anyway.
mobile in- Whirh. ha roo 'j;
nao 11UUIX
turned once and a half over, one
A few head of livestock kept day last week. His wife and
were with I,; v,.,
on every farm is a means of dis- in-law
posing of much rough feed that caped uninjured. Loose
aa me cause or the
would otherwise go to waste.
i " -dent.
Mr. and Mrs T.
One way of cutting e'ewn
Allen and daughter, Mrs. Helen
labor cost is to plan the work so ,
m?r drove down fro?M Katon
su inursaay o a business
as to keep the horses well occuand
pleasure trip, returning Saturday'
pied thruout the year.

-

.

j

second-clas-
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AS WE SEE IT

b,

long-sufferi-

N"

Published By

George Hunker a prominent
lawyer qf ast Las Vegas and
-

vice-preside-

"

SPANISH-AMERICA-

jf

I

Is now in full operation, we are prepared to do all kinds
of Automobile, Tractor and Electrical work.
figure with you on that job, no mat-te- r
how small or how large. We will contract your work
any way you wish, by the hour or by the job.
Come in and let us

Headquarters for all kinds of electrical supplies,

I
:

'

.

Ford and Chevrolet parts

also for your oils and greases.

,

-

AUTO LIVERY
If you have any trading blood in you

come in and see us.

Gerald I. Dodds, Mgr.

.

Let Dr. Murdoch care for your
dental worries during the week
of March 6th., to 11th. He will
be in Roy on these dates at the
VV.

G. Johnson home.

We will paint the world if you
say so, our prices aro reasonable
write F. & H. care of the Spanish
American

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
"

AUCTIONEEF
Mills, N.M.
Dates at his office.

fh2

Spanish-Ancrica-

Roy.

n,

liar dins County, New

México,

Saturday, March 4. 1922.

VILLAGE ELECTION TO BE
The second session of a meet- - mote the construction, maintain- Stae of New Mexico,.
'
HELD APRIL 4th
ing to organize a highway asso- - j énce and advertising of a high-c- i
)SS.
ition to promote a highway way from Plainview, Texas, to County of Harding
)
from riainview, Texas, to a point the mountain resorts of Noi thIn the District Court of the
We doubt if many 0f the
in the mountain resorts of north- - era New Mexico or Colorado. A
Judicial District, in and ple of Roy jnow that, there is to
em New Mexico or Colorado, preliminary meeting had been for the County of Harding.
be a village election on Tuesday
was called to order at 9 :30 A. M., held at Hereford in February, Floersheim Mercantile Company April 4th just four weeks irom
Wedesday morning, February 21, 1921, at vhich time E. W. Ilar-b- y
a corporation, Plaintiff,
next Tuesday when the village
'
temporary chairman, W. E. rison of Hereford was elected
vs.
will elect a new mayor and four
Defendant, village trustees. There never
Harrison.
chairman and, John Boswell of ?. Burnett,
.
. Mr. Wilson,
chairman of the Plainview had been elected sec'y. tf. S9.
was a time during the life of our
commit-- 1 both to act until a permanent
xastitution and
EXECUTION
little village when we needed the
reported - that the limited j ganization was perfected,
'
Notice is hereby given that un selection of good strong business
time had made it impossible to i The meeting was called to or- - ler and by virtue of a certain exe 'men for these offices more than
complete the work assiged by his der at 3:30 P. M. in the Masonic cution issued out of the above en now.
committee. He gave a brief out- Hall at Logan, New Mexico, titled Court on the 4th., day of
The present board has worked
law of the work which would be Monday, February 20, by O. M. February, A. D. 1922, under a hard for the betterment of
done in draiting the constitution Warrender of Logan, who gave
and order of sale ren- - ditions in our town and are good
and asked that the the address of welcome. The'
and
dered in the above entitled cause men for the places, but we under
be given additional 'sponce was made by Rev. Craw-tim- e on the 31st.. dav of January A. stand 'that a majority of the
to prepare a definite 'copy ford of Grady, New Mexico, D. 1922, that I will offer at pub-- 1 present members do not care for
of them.
Mr. Warrender then placed . the lie sale, the personal property
as part of them have
A motion that the report of meeting in charge of temporary which was attached and levied been cn the board for years and
com chairman Harrison and secretary upon in. the said above entitled feel that it is up to other perthe constitution and
wittee be accepted and that the Boswell. '
cause, to the highest Didder ior sons to take over the government
committee be continued in order
The chair called on temporary cash in hand on the 6th., day of affairs of the town.
that it could complete its work secretary Boswell to give a brief March, A. D. 1922, at the hour We have plenty of men of the
and report to the directors later, summary of what had been done of 10 o'clock A.'M. of said day at character to give us the right
carried.
toward organizing such a high the G. Burnett, ranch about 20 sort of city government and it is
The report of the resolutions way as proposed and what it was miles northeast of Roy, of the the duty of the people of the
committee,, of which Mr.
hoped to accomplish at the pres- county and state aforesaid, the town to select the right ones
was chairman, reported. ent meeting.
following dscribed property, or and urge them to take the'
The following resolutions were
Reports of the condition of the so much thereof as may be necfor the sake of the
presented by the committee: roads from Plainview northwest essary to realize the sum of community.
In as much as the
(See copy of resolutions attach- - as far as Taos, N. M., were made hree Hundred Ninety-fou- r
& 27 offices are
offices
by delegates from the respective 100 Dollars amount of judgment our servants must be inspired
A motion that the resolutions communities along the route.
and, Nine & 29;100 Dollars inter from the patriotism they hold
bu adopted as read and that the
A motion that a committee, est and the amount ot t.ghi & for the town's welfare.
resolutions committee be dis named at a previous meeting of 0 100 Dollars costs of said Court
The new board will be called
charged, carried.
New Mexico delegates interested action, and all other costs since upon to solve the town water pro
The report of the finance com- in the proposed highway, select incurred, it
:
blems, and this is a big problem
mittee was made by Mr. Johnson, the route of the highway from
Forty-fiv- e
of red and red too. The town well will not afhead
The following .re- Logan, northwest to Taos, carchairman.
faced cows.
ford tnough water for the town
port was made by this committee ried. The chair instructed the white
One Hereford
and other arrangements will
(Se report of finance committee committee that the route from
brands, to wit: have to be made to furnish the
various
Attached.)
Plainview to Logan had been esR on right hip. F-- on left city w ith good wholesome water.
A motion that thé report of tablished at the Hereford meet- Iizy
crossed Y-- J on left hip and Don't say it can't be done for it
aw
the finance committee be adopt- ing the previous year.
Two head of red, white faced can. The water question is aK
ed as read and that the finance
After a general discussion of :ovs with calves at side. Brand- ways solved for any town and
committee be continued in case the importance of the highway
ed in some of the same brands Roy likes her predecessors who
of necessary work before the and what it would mean to the
above mentioned.
havehad so much troubel and
next meeting of the convention, communities along the route,
Three head of Durham cows,jspent a great amount of money,
, ual pre iniinary business as e::- - One mottled Durham cow,
will like wise solve hers. There
The report of the nominating jtered into,
passenger,
two
car,
One
Ford
two or three plans that
are
committee was adopted as read i The following' committees were One corn sheller, one iron water should be considered by the new
and resulted in the election of named by the chair, assisted by tank, Three stacks of unthrash-e- d board before they make their fitbe following officers and dir-- suggestions from delegates:
oats, one stack millet, about nal decision. One is the sinking
ectors. to serve until the next j Constitution and
0. 200 bushels cora gathered, and of several shallow wells, another
annual convention of the assc T. Wilson, chairman, T.
about 25 acres com, ungathered. is the building of a large reser: T. E. MitchelLPres., E. ! and Eufracio Gallegos.
Dated this 5th., day of Feb- voir in the canyons west of town
W. llarrison, First
Re!utions Jacob Florsheim, ruary, A. D. 1922.
fed by springs and the other is
.,
chairman. John Boswell and F.
E. F. Gallegos, Second
George B. Spivey.
the
digging out of the Florsheim
0.!S. Brown.
J. W. Corn, third Vice-Pre-s,
well i,nd tunnelling same as was
Sheriff, Harding County. New
John j Finance W. G. Johnson, chair
Ol Warrender,
léxico. done in a Colorado town with
IkoswelL publicity director, and j man. G. B. Spivey and L. H F
great success.
F. S. Brown and Brock.
I. H. Brooks,
These and many other things
T. P. Sfealey, additional direc- - j Nominating Jake Florsheim,
Read the S. A. for the news. will have to be settled by 'the
tors The officers and directors chairman. John F. Sniithson, J.
Newely elected Board, so let us
are to make np the board of W. Corn, J. F. McFarland and 0.
reason these things out and make
Plainview,
the highway carried,
Directors of the organization. T. Wilson.
effort to elect a city adminisRunningwater, Hart, Dimmit an
Tbe report of the nominating . The meeting was then
tration
that will promise us their
Grady
was made by Jacob
untii 9:so A. M., the following rid Hereford in Texas and Mos most earnest consideration in
Gallogos,
Logan,
Tucumcari,
j morning,
Fkffshem. chairman.
devising yvays and means to meet
quero, Salano, Roy, Mills Abbott, these contingencies.
K S.
ipaps ssa
It was decided that it was best Taylor,
Let's put
Springer, Ute Park,
cd as the next meeting place of
the state organization to rgood ticket in the field and sup
a
Mexico,
New
in
and Taos,
etaliation, after the atizenslmain jntact as its chief work
port the ticket.
carried.
cf that town had made elaborate j was promote the actual
jstruction of the hiehwav. while
of entertainment.
A motion that the board of
Tha bachelors of Arizona and
A motion tnat the next annual that of thetwo-stat- e
see that marking of
directors
associations
convention of the association be was to promote travel over the the highway with blue and white New Mexico are invited to join
held in September of this year route.
markers start as soon as possible, the nation wide mopement of
bachelors to adopt a child, the
and that the exact date be set
A motion that the name of 'carried
child in question being an Amer-nia- n
by the Board of Directors, later, the highway be the Texas-NeThe meeting was then
orphan.
carried.
next
Mexico Highway carried after journed to meet in
movement originated at
This
This meeting was called for considerable discussion.
September.
University, Professor B.
Indiana
Respectfully submitted
the purpose of making final A motion that the following
B. Turner of that institute being
Secretary,
plans for an organization to pro- - towns be considered as being or
Temporary
the first recruit. Besides adopt
ing a child, Prof., Turner issues
a challenge to his fellow bachel
'
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The following deeds have been
recorded in the County Clerk's
office" for the week ending Feb.
18th.
Furnished weekly for the S.
A. by the Mosquero Abstract
and Title Co., of Mosquero, N. M.
Ernest G. Parkes & Clara
Parkes his wife to Herbert L.
Boyd & Ernest G. Parks SE'4 of
Sec. 5 W
of NWVi Sec. 8, T. 20
N. R. 25 E. Con. 240 A.
S. IL Zurick & Rosa L. Zurick,
his wife to William Frank W1
of NEVi. NEVi of NEVi Sec.23
&SE14 ofSEi4 of Sec.14, T. 21
N. R. 33 E. Con. 160 A.
Arthur P. Seib to Morey Mere.
Co., SW14 of Sec.29 T. 19 N. R.
28 E. Con.160 A.
F. M. Bailey to Nathan and
Mary E. Spears Lots
Cress Add. Town of Mills.
F. M. & Hettie R. Bailey to
Nathan & Mary Spears Lots 18- Block 5 Cress!
Add. to Town of Mills.
Dorotea Miranda de & Rose
ndo M. Gonzales her husband to
E. F. Gallegos NW, NWU 'of
SWI4, NW14 of SE14, sy2 of
SEi4 Sec. 1 T. 15 N. R. 31 E.
Jose Inez & Isabel Perea hus
band and wife to E. F. Gallegos
SEi. & S of NEW of Sec. 26
T. 17 N.R. 29 E. Con 320 A.
Jose Dario & Pablita M. Mon-toy-a
his wife to E. F. Gallegos
Land in Sec.
T. 16 N.
R. 32 E. Con 640 A.
Pablo & Timotea R. de Morales to E. F. Gallegos Wi of
NWVt, Wi2 of SWVi WI2 of
NW14, NWt4 of SEi4 SEt4 of
NW4 of Sec. 25 T. 16 N. R. 33
E. Con. 320 A
Enriqueta Casados to Abran
Casados Lots
& E
of
W4 of Sec.19 T. 17 N. R. 32 E
Con. 300 A.
Mark L Andrews Sue Andrews
his wife to E. F. Gallegos Lot 4
& SV of SWV
SWVt of SEio.
Sec. 12 NWJ4 & ' W 12 of NE
& 3 Sec 13, NE14 Sec 14 Amn
T. 15 N. R. 30 E. Con. 64y.55 A
J. F. Sherman & Delia M. Sher
man to Jacob Speidel W
of
NWli, SEH4 of NW Sec. 9 T.
21 N. R. 25 E. Con 120 A.

John F. & Bessie Amette his
wife.to Hugh C, Mitchell Lots
SEii of Sec. 5 Ei2 of NEW
SEit of Sec.8 W4 of NWií
SWVi of Sec. 9 T. 20 N. R. 27 E.
Juan Jose Rodriguez to Juanita
L. Rodriguez Lots
ot
Town of Roy.
A. A. Kidd & Kate Kidd her
husband to A. A. Kidd & Web
KidrT NW1Á
1
.
.... nf- KWU
X 11tiV.)
of SE14, Nia of SWH Sec 2
ui or,y4, ayo OI JNÜJi., Sec.
3 T. 22 N. R. 28 E. Con 320 A.
inanes in. &Mary. Tinker his
Wife to HorflPí
t nt af
.
nvv T- Pitman
JJJ
Louis Tract Mosquero,

9-- 10
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General Blacksmith

and
Machine Work,
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE
.

J.

D. Wade,

ATTENTION FARMERS
Cornbelt thorobred stock
positively out of the best
herds in the U.S. A. )uroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 lbs and

25-26--

up- -

I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can
afford..

the thorobred
for a few dollars
while prices are at rock
and make yourself independent in a few years.
You need, better dairy cattle and hogs, and more of
them on this mesa.
Get in

bot-to-

'
Leo M. Wagner,
Address me at;
'
Gilbertsville, Iowa.
:

Yice-Pres-

Sec'y-Trea-

s.,

The Only Road To Success

.

adjourn-CHsmrit-

ee

'd

Cim-mer-

,

.

success to the

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE

on

con-promi-

w

Most successful business men owe their
Savings Account Habit.

Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
'
will grow.
We will open an account

We PAY

5

with you for as low as $1.00
PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS

ad-R- oy

.

BANK OF ROY
Capital and
Surplus

ors.

Tj

takes time to write abver- Being short
tisements.

of time this week, this advertisement is correspondingly short.

BUT
Don't forget that
this space belongs
to the

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store
M. Ü. GIBBS, Prop.

"If, argues the professor, "a
bachelor enjoys his freedom, he
should be more than glad to do
nate $100 to support and educate
an Armenia child for a year."
"Cn the other ,hand. if he
cherishes a secret regret at his
solitary state, he has all the
more reason for adopting a child.
For the bachelor, willing or
unwilling, it is certainly an opportunity. He secures most of
the advantages with none of the
disadvantages, all for the small
sum of $100 a year.
Great hopes are entertained
by the Near East Relief for the
success of the bachelor movement, for it is felt that if Prof.
Turner, surrounded by several
hundred coeds, will thus boldly
announce his bachelorhood and
his softness of heart for the
children of Armenia, anything
may be expected of bachelors
lass open to the assaults of
youth and charm.
WeblfKidd and Henry Stone
shipped hogs and cattle to Kansas City market the first of the
week and to be sure they were
caught in the big snow storm of
western Kansas.

Farmers of Harding County
wanting poisioned wheat for the
destruction of rodents can purchase same at 18 f per quart
from the following places in the
county. Roy, J. Apple and Co.,
Mosquero, City Drug store; Logan D. C. Green. The 18 simply covers the actual cost and
the merchants handling it get

$36,000.00

i

The Roy Garage
which is known as the Beck Motor Co.
Acetylene Welding
,
Batteries Repaired
Vulcanizing
General Auto nad Tractor Repairing
Full Line Accessories
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas
All Work Guaranteed.
'

Hey en & Bowman, Mgrs.
Come in and let us figure with you on your
Tractor.. We will come out and pull your cit

in.

Phone No. 8 W.

x

'

YOB GIRLS

i JEEfl CARL

Southwest
From

Mothers, watch your Daughters'Health

Sí

All Over

71 &

New Mexico

Health Is Happiness

and Arizona

take it and
sister and sister-in-lahave only the highest praise for it It
has been a household word in my
mother s bouse lor years." Mrs.
Katheryn Lynd, 2431 Gladys Ave.,

From the time a girl reaches the
age of twelve until womanhood is established, she needs all the care a
thoughtful mother can give.
The condition that the girl Is then
passing through is so critical, and may
have such
effects upon
her future happiness and health, that
is
it almost criminal for a mother or
guardian to withhold counsel or advice.
Many a woman has suffered years
of prolonged pain and misery through
having been the victim of thoughtlessness or ignorance on the part of
those who should have guided her
through the dangers and difficulties

News

(Weattra

Nmpiper ünlon Newi Sarria.)

Thomas J. Sparkes of Phoenix has
Chicago, 111.
taken over the office of United States
A Little Book Helped Her to DedJe '
marshal for the district of Arizona.
Milwaukee. Wis.
"My daughter
Raton is to have an auxiliary hos
took Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable
pital in connection with the big Rocky
Compound as she was bo weak and
Mountain hospital, which Is now being
did not feel like going to school. She
built at Denver. Colo., and it is ex
(or
whole
before
year
a
was like that
pected that the work will be started
Compound.
Vegetable
taking your
I
soon.
found a little book of yours in our
mail-bo- x
and decided to give her your
The bulldine which housed the
medicine. She is now strong and well
gymnasium and auditorium at the U.
day.
every
school
We
attends
and
that beset this period
S. Indian school, north of Albuquerque,
recommend your Vegetable Com
' Mothers should teach their girls
was burned to the ground by fire of
to
pound
all
mothers
with
weak
what danger comes from standing
daughters. You may use this letter
unknown origin. The. loss was estiaround with cold or wet feet, from
as a testimonial. " Mrs. E. Klucznt,
mated at $40,000," and was not covlifting heavy articles, and from over917 20th Ave., Milwaukee. Wis.
working. Do not let them over-studered by insurance.
"I was always feeling tired and
If they complain of headache, pains
Following one of the largest hauls
sleepy, was losing in weight and
in the back and lower limbs, thev
of narcotics made in Tucson in recent
need a mother's thoughtful care and 4 would faint at times. I had other
months, Roy W. Skldmore, a passen
troubles too, that made me feel bad
sympathy.
ger brakeman or Tucson, pieaaea
and
books
heard
your
little
ly.
read
I
AHotuehold Word in Mother! Home
cullty to violation of the Harrison
friends talk about the good Lydia E.
Lydia
Lynd,
Mrs.
E.
about
writes
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound had
narcotic act before United States ComVegetable
Compound.
Pinkham's
done them, so I have taken it too.
missioner Edwin F. Jones.
The results are mostsatisfactory.for
"My mother gave me Lydia E.
County Treasurer Ed Swope ac
I have gained in weight and my bad
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
cepted the Santa Fe railway's check
symptoms are gone. I recommend
when I was 14 years old for troubles
girls often have and for loss of your Vegetable Compound to all my
for $50.000 in payment of the first
friends and you may make whatever
weight Then after I married I took
half of the company's taxes in Ber
use you like of this letter." Gloria .
the Vegetable Compound before
nalillo countv. minus the two mill
each child was born and always when
Ramirez, 1116 9th Ave., Tampa,
highway levy. Previously Swope re
I felt the least run down. Both my Florida.
fused to take the check as the railupon Alimenta
Lydia E. Pinkham's Private Text-Boo- k
way declined to pay the highway levy,
Peculiar to Women" will be sent you free upon request. Write
but changed his mind.
to the Lydia E. Pinkliam Medicine CoH Lynn, Massachusetts.
Drilling for the giant metor believed
This book contains valuable information.
to lie buried in the earth at Coon
USE
HORSES COUGHING
mountain, eighteen miles southwest of
VVinslow, Ariz., is being prosecuted
steadily by the United States Mining
t them back in condition. Twenty-eigA hole has
to break It up 'and
find Smelting Company.
ng
In
treat
indispensable
years1
use has made "SPOHN'S"
1,000 feet,
over
resulting
already
been
drilled
their
Distemper
with
Coughs and Colds, Influenza and
v.
complications, and all diseases 01 in.
and it is declared that meteoric frag
cure,
as
well
equally
acts
marvelously as preventive!
ments have been encountered.
stores.
ft
...i. mnA 11 5(1 r hnttle. At all drug GOSHEN,
INDIANA
The difficulty experienced of late in
HPOirw MEDICAL COMPANY
sinking
the Gold Chain shaft In the
Which.
Knew
He
Good.
No
Sulphurous Language
district near Kingman, Ariz.,
katherine
did
animals
me,
which
"Now, tell
The furnace is patient and long
overNo matter how much the you like the Dest, jonnnyr inquireu due to a flow of water, has been
suffering.
No. 6
householder may swear at it, the fur- the parent, after taking his small son come by the installation of a
Cameron pump. The water came in
to the zoo.
nace never gets hot Just for that.
at a depth of 165 feet In the shaft,
"The dangeroos," replied Johnny,
Uoston Transcript.
"You mean the kangaroos. I read and with its further deepening the
the name on the board: "These an! flow Increased very materially.
DYED HER BABY'S COAT,
mals are dangerous.' "
Maricopa county has filed suit ask
A SKIRT AND CURTAINS
ing the State Supreme Court to. determine the true boundary line be
WITH "DIAMOND DYES" MOTHER! CLEAN
tween Maricopa and Yavapai counties.
The property in question is about 3316
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
Each package of "Diamond Dyes" conmiles long and approximately 1.5 miles
tains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her old, worn, faded things
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP wide, and Is estimated to be worth
new. Even if she has never dyed before,
$300.000. The suit Is the outgrowth of
she can put a new, rich color into shabby
a loncstandlnz dispute between the
skirts, dresses, waists, coats, stockings,
sweaters, coverings, draperies, hangings,
Even a sick child loves the "fruity" counties.
t
everything. Buy Diamond Dyes no other
Fig Syrup." If the
May 15 is the date by which W. Q.
bitiH then nerfert home dveinir is guar taste of "California
anteed. Just tell your druggist whether little tongue is coated, or if your child Rapp, contractor of Trinidad, Colo.,
the material you wish to dye is wool or Is listless, cross, feverish, full of cold, has agreed to have completed the re
ilk, or whether it is linen, cotton, or or has colic, give a teaspoonful
to storation of the main Normal Univer
mixed goods. Diamond Dyes never streak.
cleanse the liver and bowels. In a few sity building at Las Vegas, damaged
spot, fade or run. advertisement.
hours you can see for yourself how by fit recently. The regents gave
thoroughly It works all the constipa- him the contract. The work can be
Now.
And
Then
tion poison, sour bile and waste out of done within the loss paid by the InHere's a drama swift and vital.
the bowels, and you have a well, play surance companies, which amounts to
They had quarreled.
child again.
ful
ever'
given
you
$34,909.05.
have
return
all
"I
Millions of mothers keep "California
me," she said.
After being out less than forty min
"Begin with the kisses," he an- Fig Syrup" handy. They know a tea utes, the jury In the case of Alma
to
spoonful today saves a sick child
swered.
Smith, charged with the murder of H.
morrow. Ask your druggist for genu
They're married.
L. Christensen, automobile dealer, in
ine "California Fig Syrup" which has
10, 1921, returned
directions for babies and children of Globe on December
a verdict of not guilty. Miss Smith
SWAMP-ROO- T
all ages printed on bottle. Mother I
in her room in a
You must say "California" or you may shot Christensen
morning of Decemon
hotel
Globe
the
syrup.
Advertise
tret an imitation lie
ber 16, firing three bullets Into his
ment.
body from a revolver.
A snvlng to the taxpayers of from
.Married Men Trustworthy.
There is only one medicine that really
as a medicine for
stands out
Statistics indicate that married men $200,000 to $500,000 per year will be
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and are more trustworthy than single men made by the adoption of a bill calling
bladder. .
for the abolition of all county highway
6 to 1, probably
stands the In the ratio of
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
re
of
sense
This bill Is being precommissions.
increased
of
their
proven
has
highest for the reason that it
by
committee
pared
of the Phoenix
a
sponsibility.
thousands
in
needed
remedy
to be just the
chapter of the American Association
upon thousands of distressing cases.
Bwamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly
of Engineers in compliance with reso
Cuticura Soap for the Complexion,
its mild and immediate effect is soon Nothing better than Cuticura Soap lutions adopted by the chapter and will
gentle,
is
a
cases.
most
It
realized in
dally and Ointment now and then as be laid before the legislators during
healing vegetable compound.
all
needed to make the complexion clear, the early days of the session.
Sold
at
once.
treatment
at
Start
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medi- scalp clean and hands soft and white,
Many prominent cattlemen of the
'
um and large.
Add to this the fascinating, fragrant
However, if you wish first to test this Cuticura Talcum, and you have the West will attend the annual meeting
which
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Advertisement of the State Cattle Association,
Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a Cuticura Toilet Trio.
Kilmer
held in Las Vegas March 20
to
be
is
ample bottle. When writing be sure and
Freedom is largely a state of mind ; and 21. Fred H. Bixby of California,
mention this paper. Advertisement.
actually, it is full of trouble. president of the National Livestock
A man carries economy to the exAssociation, will be present and will
wrapped
Usually the more a man is
tremes when he stops his clock every
discuss the livestock conditions in the
up in himself the colder he Is.
night Just to save time.-state. Several well known cattlemen
from Colorado will also attend the
meeting and outline the cattle Indus;
try In the Rocky Mountain, states.
Recommendations of Governor L. E.
CarnDbell. to be considered by the
Arizona Legislature, are: Centraliza
tion of administrative authority. Leg-

Beautiful walls! Harmonies never before imagined 1 A
blending of tints and tones, a magic interweaving of
walls into a rich
wk.vv.
vour
unll frmfni-VM vvm
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fabric unsurpassed in its charm and cheerfulnessand
at a cost weU within your means.
m
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do the worknearly all stores dealing in
anyone can now afford to have
Tiffanized walls formerly the .exclusive privilege of the very wealthy.

can
ANY goodcandecorator
supply the material
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Instead of Kalsomine or Wall Paper
for forty

which
years
AH that is necessary is just Alabastine, the same nationally accepted wall tint
-kindsthe same sanitary,
all
of
buildings
has been used in homes, apartments, office, and public
durable, economical and artistic wall coating sold by the best stores and used by the best decorators.

1 hrougn
With Alabastine, regularly applied you get the exact color to match your rugs and draperies.
satisfactory.
and
pleasing
of
colors
most
ss
you obtain a combination
the
Before decorating ask to see samples of the
Akbastme-Opaline-Proce-

Akbastine-Opaline-Proce-

ss.

Company
The Alabastine
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Spohn's Distemper Compound
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Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin.
tablets, you are
Unless you see the name "Bayer" on
by; physicians
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed
for
.
over 22 years and proved safe by millions

WARNING

!

Colds

Headache

Toothache

Neuralgia
Lumbago

Earache
Accept only

'

-

-

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

"Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
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12

Also bottles of 24 and 100

2?-- -

"rr?-

Druggist.
"- -"

.

islation for better maintenance of
state educational system. Adoption
of a new banking code ana a new
fiscal code. Revision of the state in
heritance tax law. A more equitable
method of taxing and licensing auto
mobiles and more adequate regulations governing the use of public
highways by motor vehicles. Restora
tion of the competitive bid in paving.
Legislative enactments covering irritation, drainage and electrical dis
tricts. .
One of the most exciting elections
ever held in Clovls, N. M, occurred
were
when, three commissioners
chosen. The citizens' ticket, composed
of J. E. Llndley, Don.Weatherford and
J. W. Wilkinson, wns defeated by tlie
labor ticket, composed of J. D. Looper,
R. J. Neal and J. R. Denhof, by a ma
jority of 1,863.
United
"Visit Phoenix April
State Good Roads Weeks." This slogan and sterling bit of good adrice
will appear within a few dnys on
every piece of first class mail matter
rhkh leaves the Phoenix postornce.
24-2- 9

Something to Be Thankful For.
DRAW YOUR OWN CONCLUSION
Helen, ace seven, sat in the rear seat
of father's automobile while he went Up to the Reader as to the Proper
shopping in a department store. FaIdentification of the Wise and
ther had not noticed that he had
the Foolish Virgins.
narked his machine where there was
supposed to be "no parking." It all
At a colored camD meeting in Louisi
happened before the change in
ana the following sermon was delivered by a very black old darky, wear
So. when he returned to his auto ing huge spectacles:
mobile, Helen was busily engaged In
'Bwrihren and slstren. de prencniiy- scratching a sticker oft the
Ing dis mawnln' will be from de text on
de ten virelns. De bridegroom war
"Dadv. that old naughty policemans
and 'spectin dem ten virgins
stuck that paper there," che conflded. to be ready wif dere lamps all trimmed
Daddv was glad that he arrived be and
but, lo, when he was
fore It was all scratched away.
come he done foun flat on y live or
de virelns war ready : yes. sir. five was
Important to Mothers
trimmed and five was on trimmed; lire
Of
PVprV
bottlfl
Vtramlna onrofllllv
was wise and five was onwise; nve
remedy
CASTORIA. that famous old
see
that it was ready and five was onready; five
tor Infants and children, and
was male and five was female."

Bears thé
Signature of
In Use for Over 80 Tears.
Children Cry ior Fletcher's Castoria

Had Millions Under Arms.
According to official figures given
out by the War department at Washington, the total strength of the United
States army when hostilities ceased in
the World war was 3,764,677 men.
Of that number 2,200,000 had been
sent to France, Italy and Russia,
while the remainder were under arms
In various camps in the United States.
.

Mothers!!
1

.1

rue lur ait'
Page Booklet,
"JlibfTiers of
vv

the World"
IPat.ProceM

Enlisted for Life.
"Why not go with us on this hunt
ing trip, Bill?"
"Can't get a furlough."

r MOW

Lloyd

Loom Products

Ml g. Co.

bafy Carriages OFunútia
Showing tip Aunt Elsa.
Dot.
out of the
You're
. "Nonsense.
KU.
Little Dorothy had just returned army."
Ute This Coupon
PImm mimI ma roar
th.
boaklt."llsUwnof
from a short visit to her Aunt Elsa
doThe Lloyd Mfg.
"But I'm married now and still
World."
Comprayin Washington when the minister made ing kitchen police."
Mum,
his annual call upon her very religious
StTMt.....
After her mother had nut- mother.
roost
to
home
Mlob.
Chickens that come
terlngly seated him on the plush sofa have more sense than some men.
(SU
stt
air
in front of the fire, the minister turned
,

uta

-

to Dorothy.
"Well, my dear, did you have a nice
time at your Aunt Elsa's?"
Dorothy,
replied
yethlr,"
"Oh,
promptly.
"I had a "lovely time."
"Well well, and what did you dor
nursued the minister.
"Oh. I went to the loveliest Thunday
thchool I The music played, the shade
went up and all the girlth danced.

Judge.
Don't aim too high or you wlil miss
the good things of life a little lower
down.

Taste is a matter of
tobacco quality
We state it ss our honest
beliefthat the tobaccos used
in Chesterfield are of finer
quality (and hence of better
taste) than in any other
cigarette at the price.

ligsftt (S Myirt Tiiaat

C$.

ClieiieilieSd.
CIGARETTES
of Turkish and

Domestic tobaccos

blended

The

Spanish-America-

Roy. Harding County. New Mexico, Sa t u rday, March"4 . 1 922.
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RESOLUTIONS

I

H

Resolutions adopted at the first
Annual Convention .of the Texas
New Mexico Highway Association at Logan, N. M., Monday
and Tuesday, February 20 and 21

Personal Mention

Ujuuiiik

We understand

Mr. E. E. Johnson prominent

opnnger,

that F.

umm
wps a business visitor in Roy i land west of Roy to Webb Kidd
VW1U
J.IUC tctl- WUI IIlclKU It 1UIU
th i latter part of last weelc.
tle ranch.
Work started last Friday on
was up form La
the new Methodist Church ; The Pete Lumbach Wednesday.
Mr.
last
Ranch
cinta
storm of Sunday stopped the
wife
his
reports
Lumbach
that
work for the present but as soon
two
as the weather moderates work has been ill for the past
deliverLumbach
Mr.
months.
will be resumed.
.
ed 279 head of cattle to Mr. Solt
of Fort Morgan, Colorado.
We were informed that some
important changes were to be
Ray Busey and Clyde Hooper
mr.de in one of Roy's leading
attended
the meeting of the Stato
stores this week, but as we go
press no changes have occured. te Central Committee at Albutell you the rest next querque last week. They report
ill
a great meeting and that much
week.
harmony prevail among the lead

ren estate aeaier

01

ovm

1922.

S. Bro- yuowmc

1
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Sol Floersheim,
. U13 F. M. Co., of

party.
President of ers of the
this place and

TVi a crfrA fminlrc liii!ro1 fVa
snow last Tuesday and Wednesday and with the exception of
one all made the trip altho some
were tardy. Mr. Mahoney says
the trucks are good buckers and
Mr. Cayot, manager of the it will take a bigger snow than
"Springer Auto Sales Co., of that that of this week to stop him.
town was looking after business
While in Tucumcari last week
in'.tiests in Roy last Friday. Mr.
carries a nice ad in the S. we had the pleasure of spending
A. imd tells you about Fords and a few hours at the beautiful
Ftrdsons in the ad. It is to your home of Mr. and Mrs. Goodman
who were residents of Roy for a
interests to read his ad.
number of years. Mr. and Mrs.
Word has been received from Goodman have a fine home and
Plymouth, Texas that a fine son they are always glad to welcome
vv:.s bom to Mr. and Mrs. Aud- their Roy friends when they are
rey White on February 23rd. Mr in the Quay County Seat.
White is the eldest son of Mr.
and Mrs?J. H. White of east of
"Yes it is a boy and a cracker- Solano and was for several years jack," were Clint Neil's first
ii member of the Roy Baseball words when he came to Roy last
loam.
Saturday morning. Yes Clint's
wife printed him with
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown, son, not on Washington's birth-h- y
Oorge Warder and Irene Hahner
but t"'o days later and from
of Springer. New Mexico spent what we can learn he is one of
last Sunday in Roy. Jim is the the best ever. Dr. Self reports
same good natured fellow as rT4Ver and babe as doing nicely
when he lived in Roy and we we- and that Clint was never effectre al glad to see him and his es- ed at alL
timable wife.

'

E?rl McMinimy head bookkeeper
cf the same firm have been in
southern Harding and western
Union Counties the past week
purchasing the 1922 wool crop.

--
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The lecture

:

WHEREAS a vehicle bridge
across the Canadian River has
bo ?n completed near the town
of Logan, N. M., at great expense to the county of Quay and the
entire state of New Mexico, and
WHEREAS this new bridge
makes it possible and practical
to open up new avenues of local and inter- - state vehicle travel, and
Y. IlLKbAb a highway
association, known as the Texas
New Mexico Highway Association has been organized to promote the building, maintaining
and advertising of
connected
highway, known as the Texas
New Mexico Highway, which
shall extend from Plainview, Tex
as, where it will intersect other
important highways, to Taos. N.
M., passing thru the following

towns: Runningwater, Hart, Dim
mitt, and Hereford in Texas, and
Grady, Tucumcari, Logan, Gallegos, Mosquero, Solano, Roy Mills
Abbott, Taylor. Springer, Ute
Park, Cimmaron, and Taos in
New Mexico, and
WHEREAS this highway will-bone of the most important
a venues of vehicle travel thru
the above named towns and Mill
serve the greatest possible number of taxpayers, whose money
has made the construction of the
bridge at Logan possible and will
make possible the construction
of the proposed highway, and
WHEREAS the entire route of
this, highway will provide a direct avenue of travel for toursts
from Texas and other southeastern states to the wonderful mountain resorts of New Mexico and
Colorado and will also afford direct connection between numerous county seat towns in both
New Mexico and Texas, and
WHEREAS the entire route
of this highway is over a route
vhere it is possible and highly
practical to build highways according to State and Federal
requirements and intentions,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Texas New Mexico
Highway Association in First An
nual Convention at Logan N. M.
February 20 and 21, 1922, that

Thursday
Tanlac makes people strong evening by Dr. Kent Pres. of the
sturdy and well by toning up the A. & M College of State College
vitpl organs. Fairview Pharmacy. N. M.. was one of the best lectures that it has been our privW. L. Strawn came to town ilege to hear. The Dr. is a firm we respectfully petition the State
lr,st Friday with a smile from ear believer in more vocational work Highway Commissions of the
ti ear and when we asked him ;n the schools and that more at- State of Texas and the State of
vhat was the trouble, he answ- tention should be paid to those New Mexico to designate the
ered, trouble nix, my wife pre- things which help make life said Texas New Mexico Highsented me with a fine 8 lb., girl worth while on the farms.
way as a State Highway, sublast Wednesday evening. Dr. The
in attendance at the ject to receive such aid as is givSelf reports that all concerned lecture was rather small but the en State Highways, and we also
weather conditions kept several respectfully petition the Bureau
are doing nicely, even W. L.
away that would have liked to of Good Roards of the United
ABBOTT NEWS
have heard the lecture.
States to designate the said Tex-?.- 3
Colorado Highway as a FedNews has been received in eral Highway of Primary Impor"Miss E. Vay Johason, principle of the French School, came Roy that ouster proceedings tance, subject to receive such
cown Saturday to spend Sunday were being considered against State and Federal aid as is given
certain County Officials of Mo the small per cent of highways
iith home folks.
Mrs. Clint Fausnacht and Mrs. ra County, but we have been un designated as Primary High
.E. Fausnacht of Tucumcari are able to verify the statement. ways.
Adonted this, the twenty- - first
ptnding the week with Mr. and Rumors and antirumors of hap
penings at the Mora County Seat day of February, 1922.
uJixilcKée.
WHEREAS State Officials,
Mrs. Emil Bibo returned to her have reached Roy the past few
days but as they are only ru- representing the various execu"hoYiie at Cubera, N. M., Saturday after a 2 months visit with mors we will say nothing about tive and service departments of
her daughter, Mrs. Ben Floer- them until we get the real facts. the State of New Mexico, have
greatly assisted in the work of
sheim oí Janitas Ranch.
Mr and Mrs. J. R. McKee and NOTICE TO THE CITIZENS OF this convention by their presenand
ce and their
ROY
sous spent Sunday afternoon in
WHEREAS the said State OfSpringer enjoying the movies.
S. A. Irvine well known farm-e- r
It is vour
dntv as citizens of ficials have attended this meetf
wks shopping in Abbott last .the Village
to use every ing at a great sacrifice of theii
Saturday- means possible for the preven time and convenience,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOL-- !
Tuesday found all the school tion oí iires. i ou can aw mucn
VED
moving
in
that the Texas New Mex-- !
smile
children with a
by keeping your place free from
our new school building which is rubbish and by making careful ico Highway Association in reg-one of the very best in Harding examination of your chimneys ular session at its First Annual
County.
and see that they are in good sa-- e Convention at Logan, N. M., Feb
Lr. Moon was called to the condition. All chimnevs with ruary 20 and 21, 1922, expressesJI. McColpin home Saturday to in the corporate limits must be its sincere thanks and appreciaüttond Mr. McColpin who had a of a safetv fluí or brick or tile tion to the various departments
bad spell of the Grip.
composition and unless this order of the State Government of New
Mrs. Sol Floersheim who has is earned out by the citizens, an Mexico for their presence,
and good fellowshp at
spent the last two months in
ordinance will hp nassed mrnell-meeting.
visiting her daughter ing all property owners to place this
this, the twenty-firJIrs S. Rosenwald returned home ' safe flues in their premises. Also Adopted
to spend a short while visiting all safety flues must have a cap dav of February. 1922.
President.
.relatives before leaving for St. placed upon them within ten
of the
'WHEREAS
press
the
to
expects
visit days from this notice. Please
Louis where she
Mexico and Texas
New
of
States
obeyed
some
are
time.
orders
see
these
that
lor
Mr. and Mrs. Vern Knedler and lets do our part to prevent have been very generous in giv'
ing publicity to this convention
'
spent Saturday and Sunday in fires
'
and
meeting
to
call
wish
also
a
the Country visiting at the Trip-JetI
givhome.
at the S. A. Office on Tuesday WHEREAS the publicity
press
by
the
E. Mealey of Mosquero and evening March 7th., at 7:30 P. en this convention
has
M. for the purpose of organizing of New Mexico and Texas
Eufracio Gallegos, County
splenbring
the
to
much
helped
stopped for a short a volunteer fire department. All
to this meeting
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Brock interested please come out ana did attendance
interest in the
an
arouse
to
and
Tuesday.
lets organize ourselves so we can
convention,
of
work
the
do
Mr. and Mrs. L H. Brock and accomplish results when We
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLdaughter spent Sunday at the have a fire.
by the Texas New Mexico
VED
Thet-ford
Dated at Roy, N. M., March 1st
lmme of Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Highway Association in First An
1922.
of Mills
N. M.,
- Al Gerard of Springer was
Jacob Floersheim, Mayor. nual Convention at Logan,
it
1922,
that
21,
and
20
February
of
buying and loading out a car
Attest: F. L. Schulty, Clerkappreciation
sincere
express
its
rriday..
coin
Texas
'
'Why drug around feeling half and thanks to the Dress ofservice
John Smith, Carl Fish, T.
Mexico
New
and
j
forjhe
account
time
al
were
the
Bing
sick and no
Atkins
and
Tanlac ? Fair-among the people who were Bhop- - whpn vnii rnn
twenty-i;p- t
j
viow Phanr-fcyj Adopted this, She
i
last

d

I

day of February, 1922.
President.
WHEREAS the city of Tucumcari has generously
ted in naking this convention a
success, by sending their musi
cal organizations to entertain us,
,

and
WHEREAS Tucumcari has cooperated in various other ways
to make this meeting a success,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Texas New Mexi
co Highway Association express
its sincere thanks and appreciation' to the City of Tucumcar
for the help they have rendered.
Adopted this the Twenty-firs- t

President,

day of February, 1922.
WHEREAS the little city of
Logan, New Mexico has invited,
received and entertained the delegates to the First Annual Convention of the Texas New Mexico Highway in a royal manner,
and
WHEREAS the people of Logan have opened the doors of
their homes and business houses
to us for convenience and pleasure, and
WHEREAS the people of Logan have sacrificed their personal business and pleasures to make
our visit with them both profit'"
able and pleasant, and
WHEREAS the business men
of Logan have added much to the
pleasure ? of our visit here by
serving us with an elalxrate ban
quet and have assisted in many
other wr.ys to make our conven-- 1
tion pler.sant and profitable, and
WHEREAS the Masonic Lodge of Logan and Mr. J. II. Shol- lenbarger have generously donat-ed to u;; the use of their quarters for our convention,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Texas NewMexico
Highway Association in First An
nual Coiwention at Logan, N. M.,
H

1
OH anA
1099 tVlot
J tuJ mill L,
we express to the. City of. Logan
N. M., to tha Ladies of Logan

trVilv.ioT.ir
1
1
UI
CA

to the ( ntertainment committee
to the Masonic Lodge and Mr.
Shollenbarger, and to all the people of the community of Logan
our heartfelt thanks and appreciation and our reluctance to
leave them, and that we will always have a warm place in our

hearts for the hospitality of
gan. New Mexico.
Adopted this the Twenty-firday of February, 1922.'

Lo-

st

President.
One of the most noteworthy
feature", in connection with Tan
lac is," the large number of men
and women who have reported

TO THE LADIES
We hav'e 'just received our spring ladies
have them on display for your inspection.

hats and will

Saturday, March 4th
They are in different styles and colors and certainly
Come and don't forget the opening day
Saturday March Fourth.
are snappy.

Let's go!
Fine street dresses just received also and they too will
be on display,.

See Them
Full line of Staple and fancy groceries always carried.
Bring your eggs We will pay you more for them.

R. P.

SHAYA

CO.

WE TREAT YOUR
CAR AS WE WOULD
A FRIEND
Bring in your tractor or car and hav it thoroughly overhauled before&he advent of the busy season.
We are
equipped to regrind your cylinders, and fit over-siz- e
tons. Also expert mechanics at burning in bearings.
Have your repairs made where there is equipment to
properly do the work.

.

'.

All work guaranteed to give satisfaction.
work our specialty.

Expert battery

man in

All battery

charge of

this department. Bring in that run down battery and
have it charged and repaired.

Garag
Se rvice
"'"ft.

e

A. PENDLETON, MGR.

BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN HARDING

COUNTY,

an astonishingly rapid increase
in weight as a result of its use.
Fairview Pharmacy.
--
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n n ers

the soap guessing contest just
closed at our store are announced
Exact number of bars in window
Oí

Reynald Anderson guessed 445
Won prize of 10(3 bars of soap

Angerosa Hendricks guessed 441
Won prize of 20 bars of soap
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S. E. PAXTON GROCERY

COMPANY

